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INTROllJCTION 

An imporrtant problem associated with Einstein 1 s general 

theory of relativity is that concerning the origin of inertia. In 

Newtonian theory one assumas the existence of an inertial frane of 

reference at each point of space, in which Newton 1 s laws of notion 

are satisfied.. But then hew' do we define this selection of inertial 

frames? In Newton's view these franes were determined by absolute 

space. Hcwever we cannot observe absolute space in any way, so why 

is this space (if it exists) so well hidden? We are unable to detect 

this space through velocity (and oerrtainly not position) , so we have 

to appeal to the second derivative, that is acceleraticn, before we 

can get any information. 

'Ihere has been much criticism about the m;aning of 

'absolute' space, and it would be nore satisfactory if we could 

correlate inertial frarres with observable features of the universe. 

'Ihis last viewpoint was put fo:rward by Berkeley and Mach (1893), and 

the following statem;nt, which clearly negates the ccncept of absolute 

space is usually known as Mach 1 s principle: ..,the local inerrtial frarre 

is determined by sone average of the Jrotion of the distant astronomical 

objects". 

Hence only relative accelerations exist in Mach's formalism, 

and inertial effects arise as a consequence of acoelerations relative to 
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2. 

distant galaxies. By Mach's principle, a refe:rence frarre which is 

locally inertial, will be one :in which the distant astronomical 

objects are non-rotating. 'Ihis has been verified experinentally, 

to. a certain extent, by two independent nethods of dete:rndning the 

speed of rotatioo of the earth. We will show that as a coosequence 

of normal relativistic cosm:::>logy, but not general relativity, the 

reference frarre relative to which :inertial forces are observed is 

one :in which the distant objects in the universe are noo-rotating. 

If the locally inertial frarre is determined by the 

distribution of natter and energy in the universe we would expect the 

inertia of a body would be determined by the rest of the matter in the 

universe. As Einstein stated: ttthere can be no inertia of matter 

against space, ooly an inertia of natter against matter". Havever we 

know (within experirrental accuracy) that local masses have no effect 

on the inertia of a body, hence it must be assuned that the main 

contributioo to inertia cOIIes from distant matter. '.Ihi.s does not 

necessarily nean that :inertia depends critically on distance, but 

since there is a fw greater amount of natter at large distances the 

effect of this distant matter will be of predominant importance. 

Hence the inertial field in our astronomical neighbourhood is 

approximately constant which would seem to imply an 'absolute' space 

for local dynamics. This explains why Newtoo' s theory describes the 

motion of planets in our solar system so accurately, and whY local 

3 •• 
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phenorrena appear. to be isolated from the rest of the universe. 

Further since local inertia is determined by the masses 

of the universe, it would follCM that local expe:ci.ments would provide 

soma information about the universe as a whole. Since the gravitational 

effect of a particle is apparently :intrinsic, it follows that the ratio 

of gravitational and inertial masses, the constant of gravitation, is 

dependent on the masses in the universe and their distribution. Hence 

as far as Mach's principle is concerned, any theory of gravitation 

which deals with a tine varying universe, must also consider a tima 

dependent • constant • of g:revi tation. 

The field equations of general relativity relate the ~ 

(the inertial field) to the Tik (the matter tensor). We may consider 

these equaticns as seccnd-order non-linear differential equatic:ns for 

the gik in terms of the T:ik. However in order that the inertial field 

is completely determined by the distributioo of matter we would have 

to solve these differential equations and therefore sone boundary 

ccnditicns on the netrlc tensor would be required. Also, in the 

absence of matter, that is T±k = o, we would require the field 

equations to have no solution for the gik' since by Mach's principle 

the inertia arises from the matter in the universe. 

This thesis discusses the extent to whi.ch Mach's principle 

is incorporated into general relativity. In chapter 1, we consider a 

vector theory of inertia mich attributes the origin of inertial forces 

4 •• 



to an inductive effect of a rroving universe, and which reduces to 

Newton's laws of gravitation in a reference frarre at rest relative 

to the "snoothed-out" universe. We then show how general relativity 

provides a superior presentatim of these ideas en the origin of 

inertia. Chapter 2 is chiefly concerned with boundary conditions 

en the rretric tensor, brought about by a separation of local effects 

from the general COS11Dlogical structure due to the distribution of 

distant matter. In chapter 3, we consider the canpa.tibility of 

Mach's principle with the steady-state theory, and Hoyle's C-field 

term is discussed in the light of Mach's principle. Sone solutions 

of the field equations of general relativity which are incompatible 

with Mach's principle are discussed in chapter 4, and in chapter 5 

we consider the inertial properties of a test-particle in a 

homogeneous isotropic closed m:xle.l of the univel:1Se. M integral 

form of Einstein's equations is presented in chapter 6, involving 

retarded bi-tensor Green's functions. A direct-particle interaction 

theory of gravitation, which reduces to Einstein's theory in the 

smooth fluid appro}(imation is also discussed. 

5 •• 



5. 

Chapter 1. 

1.1 A vector theory of .inertia. 

The principle of equivalence states that the effects of 

a gravitational field can be removed, locally at least, by employing 

an appropriately chosen accelerated coordinate system. In other woros, 

gravitaticnal and inertial effects are locally indistinguishable. 

This suggested to Einstein that inertia was due to the gravitational 

influence of a moving tmiverse. We describe a theory of gravitation 

in which the motim of a body is :influenced by the presence of other 

bodies in the miverse, in accordance with Mach's principle. 

'Ihe bas±c postulate of this theory (Sciarna 1953) is that 

ttin the rest frane of any body, the tota,l gravitational field at the 

body arising from all the. other matter in the universe is zero". 'Ihe 

field due to the matter in the miverse is characterised by a scalar 

potential \tl and a vector potential A • Sciama uses Maxwell type field 

equations to relate the gravitational field to its sources. 

'Ihe "gravelectric" part of the field is given by 

1 ~t: 
E = - grad. ~t~ - c at (1.1.1) 

while the "gravomagnetic" field is 

H = curl A (1.1.2) 

6 •• 



6 .. 

where 

<P = ~s~dV 
V r 

(1.1.3) 

and 

A = - J IVPI dV 
- V I' 

(1.1.4) 

In these expressions p is the mass density, V is the space velocity 

of the elerrent of mass in voll.ll'Ie dV at distance r from the point 

where these potentials are evaluated. Square brackets indicate 

retarded values corresponding to the propagation of the field with· 

velocity c. It must be emphasised that these equations are describing 

purely gravitatiooal effects even though they are similar to Maxwell 's 

electromagnetic equations describing the electromagnetic field of a 

charge distribution p • 

Since the inertia of a body arises as a result of interaction 

with the rest of the matter in the universe it will be necessary to 

specify the distributicn of this matter in the universe.. Since distant 

matter is of predominant importance for the origin of inertia, and since 

the universe is observed to be hornogeneous and isotropic an the large 

scale, it will be convenient to take a. 'srooothed-out' m:xlel of the 

universe as the source of the local inertial field. The 'smoothed-out • 

model is a homogeneous and isotropic distribution of matter of density 

p , expanding (relative to any point as origin) according to the 

Hubble law r = Hr , where H is Hubble 's constant. 
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7. 

Consider the case of a test-particle moving with small 

rectilinear velocity - V(t) relative to the 'smoothed-out' universe. 

Equivalently we can say that the universe moves rectilinearly with 

velocity _y(t) relative to the particle's rest frane. Hence taking 

:into accotmt the Rubble effect we must ascribe to every region :in 

the universe the velocity V(t) +Hr relative to the rest :fuane of 

the particle. 

We make the further assumption that matter which goes 

beyond the effective radius ~:/H of the model makes no contribution 

to the field potentials. ('Ihe effective radius of a model is that 

distanoo to the horizon of the model where the velocity of matter, 

:relative to the spa~ origin, equals the velocity of light). 

Neglect:ing tenns of the order v2 !fil} , the integral 

(1.1.3) can now be taken over a spherical volurre of radius P,IH • 

'li'le then have 

t = .... .e. 4-11'!' dr Jc/H 1 2 
r=O r 

that is 

··>!; 

~ : ~ 211'pC2/M2 (1.1.5) 

where. we have assuned that p does not vary appreciably with time. 
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For the vector potential A we obtain 

A - - J 
Vp 
=-. dV -

v er I 
Hrp 
-=-- dV 

vcr 

and since the second integral vanishes by symrretry we obtain 

A = fDV(t)/c (1.1.6) 

since V is a function of t only. 

Hence the field due to the inductive effect of a moving 

universe, relative to the rest frame of the particle is given by 

dV 2 
~ = - lP dt /c (1.1.7) 

In orde!' that we. may take into account the effects of 

local masses we consider a body of gravitational mass m superposed 

on our 'smoothed-out' univeme and at rest relative to it. In the 

rest frane of the particle the potential of the body at the particle 

is <1> = - m/r where r is the distance of the body from the particle. 

Hence the :fi.eld of this body :in the rest fraJTe of the particle is, 

using ( L.l.l) 

9 •• 
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We also have dV = dt since y2 = V • V 

We might pic'tt.lre our si tuaticn as that of a test particle 

in the gravi taticnal field of the sm of mass m. 'Ihe test particle 

accelerates towards the sunt but we can equally as well suppose .the 

particle to be at rest and the sm (and the rest of the matter in the 

universe) falling ta-~ards the particle with acceleration !! = dV /dt • 

In the rest frane of the test particle the gravitational forces acting 

on the particle are: 

(i) gravitational pull of the sun. 

(ii) gravitational wave t radiated by the distant 

accelerated matter of the universe. 

The postulate of this theory was that the total gravitational field, 

in the rest frane of the. particle, arising from all other matter in 

the universe is zero. Hence fu + ~ = 0 , and so from ( 1.1. 7) , 

(1.1.8) we have 

Taking the .clot product of both sides with ~we then obtain 

(1.1.9) 

where a = dV/dt • 



10. 

Suppose we nav consider a reference frane in which the 

univerne is at rest with the sun at the space origin. From (1.1.9) 

we see that the particle accelerates tavaros the sm with acceleration 

where we have defined 

1 
-- G -- ~ + et> 

2 c 

(G denotes the Newtonian gravitational constant) • 

(1.1.10) 

(1.1.11) 

It is clear that in this frane Newton's laws of motion and of 

gravi taticn hold, and it is important to note that this so-called 

inertial frane in Newtonian theory has been replaced by a reference 

frane which is at rest relative to the averaged-out motion of the 

matter in the univerne. In other woros Newtcn 's theory holds in the 

inertial frane defined by Mach's principle. (It is important to 

note that a point of relative rest in the • smoothed-out • uni verne 

is one at which the observed distrll>ution of red-shifts of distant 

matter is isotropic). 

If the main contribution to local inertia corres from 

distant matter, then <1> « ~ and so from (1.1.11) we have 

- 2 G~ - - c (1.1.12) 

We see from this last equation that the gmvitatianal constant at any 

point is detennined by t and hence is dete:rnclned by the distr.ibuticn 

of matter in the universe. From (1.1.5) and (1.1.12) we obtain 

Gp ~ H2 
• 
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Hence a local determination of G and an astronomical determination 

of the Rubble constant H, provides an estimate of the maan density 

of matter in the universe. 

Suppose now the test particle moves :in a circle with 

constant angular velocity under the attraction of a body of mass 

m at the centre. In the :rest frame of the particle we choose the 

body to be at the origin, and the system universe-plus-body rotates 

with constant angular velocity w about the z-axis, the test particle 

being in the x,y-plane .. 

If the universe was not rotating :relative to this frane, 

the potential near the origin would be A = 0 and <P = - l (we 

have chosen units so that G = c = 1) • If the universe nOiJ' rotates, 

the potential near the origin in the x,y plane will be (Rosen 1947) 

where r 2 = x2 + y2. 

A = (wy, - wx, 0) 

~ = - (1 + w2r2 >~ 
(1.1.13) 

The field due to the rotating universe in the particle • s 

:rest frarre will be, using (1.1.1) 

~ = -gradw 

= 
w2f:i 

p;; 

hen ea (1.1.14) 

since we a.:re neglecting tenrs of the order v2/c2 • 
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The field of the body (neglecting its rotation) will be 

~ = - grad ~ 

= m A 
--r • 2-r 

Hence the total field at the test particle is zero if 

(1.1.15) 

From the Newtonian point of view, in the rest frarre of the universe 

this is just the Newtonian law of ·gravitation for circular motion. 

The important point to note is that the "w2r" term has been attributed 

to the inductive effect of a moving universe, whereas in Newton's 

theory this centrifugal term is fictitious. 

The Coriolis force te.nn can also be attributed to the. 

inductive effect of a moving tmiverse. For a test particle moving 

with tmiform velocity V :relative to the first particle, the field of 

the tmiverse in the :rest frarre of the second particle would be 

2 W£ + VAH • 

Prom (1.1.2) we have. H = (0,0,-2w) • 

Hence the field due to a noving universe will be 

( 2 • 2 . ) 
~ = w x - 2wY, w y +. 2wx, 0 

·.< 

where. we are restricted to the x,y plane. Thus both the centrifugal 

and Coriolis force fields arise from an inductive effect of a moving 

13 •• 
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universe. 

If M stands for the ;finite mass of the visible universe, 

and R is the radius of the boundary of the visible universe, then we 

would expect the potential ~. in (1.1. 3) to be of the order - MlR • 
'; 

Hence from (1.1.12) we obtairi 

(1.1.16) 

The gravitational constant is expressed in. terms of the 

mass distribution. :in the uni\.rerse. For a universe in which MlR is 

not constant one would expect a variable gravitational constant. We 

will discuss this further :in section ( 2. 7). 

Finally, the principle of equivalence actually follows 

from this theory whereas in .general relativity it is an initial axiom. 

Suppose we imagine an observer :in a closed laboratory which is firstly 

placed in a gravitational field and then secondly, pulled by a rope 

:in a gravitationally free field. In either case the motion of the 

_____ ____,un==i-"-ve=rs~e=---=re=lative to the laboratory will be the sarre and hence the 

:inertial effects felt in the laboratory will be the sarre. The 

observer should not be able to tell the difference between these 

two moticns. 

1.2 Moticn of a fl"e$! particle in general· relati vi :ty. 

We consider the notion of a free particle in general 

relativity when the gravitational field is weak. That is we assurre 

14 •• 
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g •. 
~] 

(1. 2 .1) 

where the n •• are the rretric coefficients of special relativity 
~J 

(ds 2 = dt2 - dx2 - cty2 - dz2) , and where products and squares of 

the h •. and those of their derivatives are neglected. 
~J 

We will show that the equation of notion can be described 

by a Maxwell type ponderrrotive equation. Since Einstein's derivation 

contains a slight error a cor.rected vemion was presented (Davidson 

1957). 

We let Latin letters denote space-tine indices 1, 2, 3, 4 

while Greek letters denote space coordinates 1, 2, 3. From (1.2.1) 
• 

we have 

to the correct order of approximation. We then obtain 

I 

g~v = n~v - h~v ,g4a = h4a ' g44 = 1 - h44 (1.2.2) 

For the Christoffel symbols we obtain 

J.l _ 1 ag44 
r44 - 2 ax!J 

(1.2.3) 
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The world line of a free particle in general relativity 

is a geodesic having the equations 

(1.2.4) 

where 

Neglecting squares and products of the spatial coordinate· velocities 
' 

va = d.xa I dt , for i = ll equations ( 1. 2. 4 > becoma 

d2x ll + 2 r ll va ( dt) 2 + r JJ ( dt) 2 = 0 
ds2 4a as 44 ds 

(1.2.6) 

or 

we can now write this as 

dt {£... (vJJ dt) 
ds dt ds 

(1.2.7) 

The solutions for the hij in the weak field case (appendix 1) are 

h - K jhl dV h - K J I Pttal dV h - 0 ~ , • - - ~ ' ,, - -2 . ' o. - a ,.. f3 
~~ ~~ r ~a ~ r a~ 

where p is the nass density, ua the space velocity of the elerrent of 
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rrass in volurre dV at distance r from the point where the hij are 

evaluated, all quantities being neasured by observers at rest in 

the reference frama. The stress components of the energy rnorrenturn 

tensor have been neglected compared with the density and Jll.Ol1enturn 

components. 

Hence gall = 0 a ~ IJ, and since from (1.2.5) we 

have 

2 
(ds) _ a 
dt - ~4 + 2g4av 

equation (1.2. 7) can noo be written to the correct order of 

approximation as 

J:\.trrt:her using (1.2J.) the left hand side of {1.2.8) can be written as 

~t { (1 - hll\J - ~ h44)Vll ~ 

We new define + = - G f'~i eN and A~ = - 4G s jp~~~ dV 

then (1.2.8) can be written in vector form as 

aA 
~t { (1 - 3<j>)V~ ::; - grad <1> - it + V "curl !::. (1.2.9) 
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If the sol..'lt'Ce velocities of the field are also small then 

dV 

dt 

a A 
- grad et> - at + V A curl A (1.2 .10) 

With reference to (1.2.9) we see that the inertial mass 

is apparently proportional to 1 - 3cf> , and hence increases when 

ponderable masses are piled up . in its neighbourhood. 'Ihe tenn 

- a A/at :indicates an inductive action of local accelerated masses, 

on the test particle. Further, natter which is rotat:ing relative to 

the compass of inertia at "infinity" generates a Coril:;ilis field at 

the particle :indicated by the tenn V A curl A • 'Ihese effects are 

certainly favourable to Mach's principle, but it is clew that since 

the potentials et>, A are determined only by local matter (otherwise 

the integrals wculd diverge) we have not considered hav the entire 

cosmic distributicn of matter influences inertia. 

By wci t:ing out the geodesic equations to second order it 

was shp;.m that the "Mach1 s principleu term et> entering the left-hand 

side of (1.2.9) is really c;>nly a coordinate effect, and can be 

transfol:'l'Ied away by a sui table choice of coordinate system. (Brans 

l962L. So it seems that Einstein may have been mistaken about this 

effect of local matter on the inertia of a body. 

Another consequence of Mach's principle was that a rotating 

hollav body must generate inside of itself, Coriolis and centrifugal 

force fields which deflect noving bodies in the sense of the rotation. 
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General relativity does support this result, since Thir.ci.ng ( 1918) 

shcwed that a slowly rotating mass shell drags along the inertial 

frcures within it. Thircing calculated the gravitational field in 

the centre of the shell, neglecting the gravitational field of the 

shell itself, and showed that the shell near its centre produced 

forces analogous to the Coriolis and centrifugal force fields, 

working to second order in w the rotaticn of the shell. This result 

was elaborated on by Bass and Pirani (1955) who added an extra term 

to the matter tensor to account for elastic stresses between the 

particles of the shell. 'lhirrl.ng had assl.l!Ied that the shell was 

composed of incoherent matter, and as Bass and Pirani pointed out 

these particles would follc:M geodesics rather than circles, and 

further the conservation law, fk .k: ;: o, would not be satisfied ' . 

correct to the Qr'der 'lhir.ci.ng was assuming. 

Brill and Cohen (1966) further generalised this result by 

considering shells of aroi trarily large mass so that the gravitational 

field of the shell itself could not be neglected, hc:Mever it was still 

assu.rred that the shell rotation was small. Instead of a flat space 

"base" rretric as was used in: Thirring 1 s result, they asstured the 

Schtvarzschield rretric to be the ''base" :rretric and considered a 

perturbation of this rretric in the case of a rotating she.ll. By 

matching interior and exterior soluticns for the s~.11, it was found 

that for a shell of sma.ll mass one obtained the Thirring result, but 

that for a large shell mass whose radius approaches the Schwarzschield 
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radius ('r1~ = 2m, m gravitational mass of shell)' the inertial franes 

were dragged along with the sane rotati.on as that of the shell. Hence 

in this last case the inertial properties inside the shell a:re 

completely determined by the shell itself. A she.ll of matter of radius 

equal to the Schwarzschield radius has often been taken as a model 

1.miverse. These results then show that there is no rotation of the 

large masses of the universe relative to a locally inertial frane, in 

accordance with Mach's principle. 

Hence the treatnent of a rotating mass shell according 

to general relativity, is certainly in agreement with the expectations 

of Mach's principle. 

1.3 Inductive effect of the universe in genepal relativity. 

In section (1.1) we described a theory of gravitation in 

which the fictitious forces, inherent in Newtonian theory, were 

attributed to the inductive effect of a moving un.i verse. We will now 

show that general relativity is fully ccnsistent with these ideas on 

inertia, and in particular we will give a superior presentation, due 

to general covariance, of the origin of fictitious Newtcnian forces in 

a reference frane which is in general motion relative to a locally 

inertial frame (Davidson 195 7). 

We wish to obtain a Maxwell pondennotive type equatioo for 

the motion of a free particle in general relativity. The equation 
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( 1. 2. 9) shows only how local matter affects the rrotion of a particle 

since we had to assune the matric tensor is Galilean at infinity, in 

order that the potentials ~, A could be. defined in terms of convergent 

integrals. Since distant matter plays a dominant role in the origin 

of local inertia, it will be necessary to generalize the quanti ties 

cp and A • 

We generalize the assumpt:Lons made in the derivation in 

section (1.2): 

21 •• 

(i) we assune the particle velocity V in the 

:reference frane is small so that we may 

neglect terms of the order v2/c2 compared 

with V/c • 

(ii) the velocities of the sources of the field 

are assurred small in the :region of space

t:i..rre coordinates with which we shall be 

concerned, so that the sane conditions as 

in (i) hold 

(iii) the. hij as defined in (1.2 .1) are small such 

that their squares and products and those of 

their derivatives can be neglected in our 

specified range of space-tine coordinates, 

but in order to examine the cosmic influence 

on inertia, and not just the influence of 

local matter, we must ass'Lllre that the hij do 

not necessarily :remain small outside our 
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range of coordi;nates. 

Referring to (1.2.8) we can write the equation of rrotion of a free 

particle under these conditions as 

1 agtt4 a 
= .... -- - - (- g ) 

2 axll at '+ll · 

We now define the scalar and vector quantities t, A by 

t (1.3.2) 

Hence (1. 3.1) can be written in vectol;' form as 

dV aA 
at = - grad ci> - "ff + V 1\ curl A (1. 3. 3) 

In an effort to incorporate Mach's principle into general relativity 

we therefore define 4l, A in terms of the total gij and not just their 

deviations from the Galilean values. We require the whole inertial 

field, that is the total gij, to be determined by the distribution 

of matter in the universe. Since the hij (the deviations of gij from 

Galilean values) are determined predominantly- by local irregularities 

in the distribution of matter, we infer that the cosmic contribution 

to the g. . potentials is present in the Galilean terms. We will 
~J 

discuss the validity of this inference in section ( 3 .1). 

22 •• 
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This equation JTOJSt hold in the particles rest frame. 

Comparing this with (1_.1.1) we can say, in Sciama.'s language, that 

the "gra.velectric" field of the whole universe is zero in the 

particle's rest frame. Further we note that (1.3.4) is postulated 

by Sciama, whereas this equation is a consequence of general 

relativity. 

For a reference frame at rest relative to the 'smoothed, 
out' \ID.i verse we would expect that the derivatives of Ill and A would 

vanish near the origin due to the homogeneous and isotropic distribution 

of matter about it. Hence by (1.3.3) we have V = constant, which 

implies a locally inertial frame. General relativity predicts that 
i' 

such a reference frame will be locally inertial due to the spherical 

syrmetry about the origin. For exarrg;>le a spherically syrmetrical 

distribution of matter, c:hal:'acterized by an isotropic pressure and 

density has a rretric of the form 

2 
dr - r 2de2 - r2sin2 ed~2 

l-r2/R2 

which clearly takes the form ds2 = c2dt2 - c1x
2 i dy

2 
- dz

2 
near the 

space origin in a cartesian system. 

Hence the static potential q,O at the origin of such a 

locally inertial frame is given by 

1 2 
q,o = 2 c · (1.3.5) 

Consider now a reference frame at rest relati ~e to the 

•smoothed-out' universe with a massive body of gravitational mass m at 
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the space origin. ftssuming that deviations of the gij from the 

Galilean values are due only to the mass at the origin, we have in 

this frame near the origin 

h.. = - 2Grn/r , h
1
•• = 0 i 7- J. 

l.l. J 

Hence in this region the rretric will be approximately 

and so in this frane 

A = 0 , ~ = ~(1 - 2Gm/r) (1.3.7) 

Suppose we have a test-particle moving tcwards the mass 

m along the x-axis. If the particle has spatial coordinates (x1, o, 0) 

at the coordinate tine t, then its coordinate speed is dx1/dt = - V , 

(V > 0) • 

Transforming the n:etric CL. 3. 6) to the rest frarre of 

the particle by 

x = X + x1 , y = Y , z = Z , t = T (1.3.8) 

we obtain, to the correct order of approximation 

cts2 = (1 - V2 ""' ZGm ) dT2 - 2VdXdT - (1 + ~ )(dX2 + cf:f2 + dZ2) (1.3.9) 
I' I' 

So in the particle's rest frarre we have 

A = (-V, O, 0) 1 2 2Gm , ~ = 2 (1 - V - -r- ) (1.3.10) 

Now applying (1.3.4) in this frarre we obtain (due to general covariance) 
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a aT (- V) = 0 (1.3.11) 

which is equivalent to (in original coordinates) 

Gm = dV 
r2 dt 

(1.3.12) 

For the case of a particle moving with uniform motion in a circle 

under the attraction of a mass m at the centre which is at rest 

relative to the smoothed out universes vre again transform to the 

rest frame of the particle by rreans of the relations 

x :: · X coswT - Y sinw'I' 

y = Y coswT + X sinwT 

z=Zs t=T 

The transformed rretric becorres 

where R
2 = x2 + Y2 

• 

Hence in the particle's rest frarre we have 

A = (~ wY, wX, 0) 

and from equation ( 1. 3. 4) we have 
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or in the rest frarre of the universe 

Gm 2 .' - w.,.., 2- .. 
I' 

(1.3.17) 

We see that equations (1.3.12) and (1.3.17) are just the Newtonian 

equations that would be obtained in the rest frane of the universe. 

However the origin of the inertial tenns - ~T (- V) and w2R in 

(1.3.11) and (1.3.16) respectively lies :in the motion of the universe 

relative to the particle's rest frane. As in Sciaroa 1s theory we 

attribute these inertial tenns to the inductive effect of a moving 

universe. 

It is important to note that we could have obtained 

(1.3.12) and (1.3.17), in the rest frane of the universe, directly by 

the use of equation (1.3.3). 'Ibis is because of the generally 

covariant nature of (1. 3. 3) , whereas in Sciaroa • s theory his equations 

are coordinate dependent since we can only fonrulate them in the rest 

frame of the particle. 

t-Je now consider the m:>st general motion of a reference 

frame relative to a locally inerti.al frarre. For a particle near the 

origin of the locally inertial frame ( 1. 3. 3) gives r = constant' 

where E is the position vector of the particle in this frane. We 

now transform to the second frane whose space origin has variable 

velocity V and variable spin!'! relative to the first frame~ A result 

of Newtonian rotian gives (appendix 2) 
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(1. 3.18) 

or in differential form 

dr = <y_+w/\R) dT+dR 

(1.3.19) 
dt = dT 

where R is the position vector of the particle in the second frarre. 

Near· the origin of the first frane the rretric takes the form 

By ( 1. 3 .19) the rretric in the second frarre becorres 

ds
2 = ( 1- v2 

- 2V .<:!! 1\ R) - (w 1\ R)
2 

]dT
2 

- 2(V + :!!/\ R) .dR dT- dR
2 

(1. 3.20) 

so that in this frarre 

1[ 2 2 J A = V + w A R , C!l = z 1 - V - 2V ,(w 1\ R) - (w 1\ R) 

hence 

aA • • at = V + w 1\ R and curl A = 2w 

Hence using ( 1. 3. 3) the equation of motion in the second frarre becones 

in complete agreerrent with the Newtonian result (appendix 2) • 
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'Ihe so-called fictitious forces of Newtonian. theory, 

arise from the relative motion of the universe with respect to the 

second frane according to general relativity." 
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28. 

Chapter 2. 

Boundary conditions for the rretric tensor in· general 

relativity. 

Mach • s principle states that local inertia is determined 

by the masses of the universe and by their distribution. We know also 

that distant bodies have much greater influence on local inertia than 

local ma.tter has. Hence it would be convenient if we could separate 
. • I 

local effects from the general cosn:olog:tcal structure due to the 

distribution of distant bodies. trJithin the franework of general 

relativity we will impose boundary conditions on the rretric tensor ~. 
, J 

at spatial infinity, which will provide such a separation of local 

and global effects. We will specify the boundary conditions in an 

inertial frane which is determined by the cosmological structure, and 

re:rxembering that general relativity is a covariant theory we must be 

able to generalize the botm.dary conditicns to a non-inertial frame 

(Gursey 1964). Firstly we will have to define these inertial frames 

in general relat:ivi ty. 

From the principles of normal relativistic cosmology, we 

obtain the Robertson-Walker line element describing the cosn:ological 

backgromd, 

29 •• 
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where k = o, + 1, and the fund.anental particles (galaxies) have 

constant spatial coordinates x, y, z (appendix 3). 

For most cosmological models it is possible to find a 

transformation (Infeld & Schild 1945), such that the line elerrent 

(2 .1.1) takes on the form 

(2.1.2) 

'Ihis implies that on the large scale the universe is 

conforma.lly flat. It is necesscu:y to note that an acceleration 

transformation has been found CHill 1945) which does not destroy the 

isotropy of the cosmological background and hence the .transfonred 

n:etric will be of the sane form as (2.1.21. Clearly one can see 

that if the cosmological background in an inertial frame is described 

by (2.1.2) then it is possible to find a non-inertial frarre for which 

the cosmological background is described by the sane type of rre.tric. 

Hence the cosmological n:etric for an inertial frarre will have to be 

more restrictive in fonn than (2 .1. 2 ).. For this purpose we employ the 

perfect cosmological principle proposed by Bondi and Gold ( 1948) , which 

states that the universe, en the large scale, is uniform not only in 

space but in tine, and hence all points in space-tine are equivalent. 

Our cosmological line element new takes the form 

30~. 

ds2 = <P2(t2Hc2dt2 ~ dx2 - d:j2 - dz2) 

= <P2(t2)~dxidxk 
(2.1.3) 
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where n:ik are the rretric coefficients of special relativity, and 

'[ 2 is the wrentz invariant length defined by 

= i k = c2t2 _ ~2 n:ikx x ... (2.1.4) 

The function ~ Characteristic of a homogeneous space tine is given 

by 

(2 .1.5) 

where R is the radius of curvature. 

Since the universe is observed to be homogeneous and 

isotropic on the large scale we will assune that the rretric is made 

up of two parts, one cik referring to a georretry whidh is conformally 

flat and spatially homogeneous and another part whidh refers to 

deviations from this uniform cosrrological structure. We notv define 

the inertial frarre as one in whidh the cosmological background takes 

the form (2.1.3), so that we have 

- 2 2 cik - ~ (1" )nik (2.1.6) 

in an inertial frarre. Our cosrrological structure is conformally 

flat and so we have at spatial infinity, gik + cik in a general frarre 

and 

2 2 
~ + ~ (T >nik (2.1.7) 

in an inertial system. 

We nCM define 

~ = (- g)l/8 (2.1.8) 
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where g = det(gik), then in an inertial system we have from 

(2.1.7), 

(2.1.9) 

at spatial infinity. Further, defining 

(2.1.10) 

we also, have in the inertial system 

yik + Tlik (2 .1.11) 

Hence we can see from the above relations that our 

ll'etric tensor gik may be written in the form 

(2.1.12) 

where $ (or the determinant of the. metric) contains all the infornation 

about the cosrrological structure, and the y ik describe the local 

irregularities of the structure, provided we keep to the inertial 

system. We nCM have our separation of local and global effects, and 

it will be convenient to rewrite Einstein's field equations in ternis 

of these new variables. ~fining 

' b:i.k = yik - Tlik (2.1.13) 

we have ~ + 0 and b :i.k + 0 in the inertial fraiie of reference. 
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2.2 Refonnu1ation of the field equations. 

We now rewrite Einstein 1 s field equations 

(2 .2.1) 

in terms of the quantities ~ and y ik as defined in the previous 

section. We define Bik to be the Ricci tensor constructed out of 
~ 

the yik, and B as the quantity 

ik 
B = y Bik (2.2.2) 

where 

ik 1 ik 2 ik y . = <- g)~ g = • g (2.2.3) 

We can now rewrite the tensor Rik - ~ gik R in tenns 

of these new quantities (appendix 4), by properties of conformal 

transformations, as 

(2.2.4) 

. where ~. = !2..:- and the covariant derivatives an the right hand side 
~ ax~ 

of (2. 2. 4) refer to the tensor y ik • 

ik -.2 a ik D<•>• = r •~ ·k = <- r> 2 ---r cr=y r 41c> 
.\J'. ...., ax 

From (2.1.10) we have y = - land so 
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(2.2.5) 

Now ( 2 • 2 .1) becorres 

(2.2.6) 

. 
Defining the tensor density :t of weight 3/4 by (appendix 6) 

(2.2.7) 

we finally obtain 

(2.2.8) 

where 

Tr[,~<t!>> = 4-c~>-2[4>k4>i- ~ ot <Pp<~>PJ - 24>-1[ <fk;i - o~O(y)<P] 

(2.2.9) 

So (2.2.10) 

Hence from (2.2.8) we get 

-1 J - B = 4> (- K + 6 D (')!)ell ) (2.2.11) 

In the case of vanishing E; and bik as defined in (2.1.13) we have 

= (2.2.12) 

and so from (2.2.10) we have 

(2.2.13) 
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Since B corresponds to nik in the zero approximation ( 2. 2 .11) 

gives 

~J= (2.2.14) 

and from (2.2. 7) 

(2.2.15) 

hence 

(2 .. 2.16) 

'Ihe geodesic equations :in terns of the netric tensor gik are 

i dxj dxk 
r. -----Jk ds ds = 0 (2.2.17) 

and in terns of <P and y ik we have (appendix 4) 

d dxi i { i l dxj dxk 
d1 ( <P d1 ) = y p <Pp - cfl j k J dl dl (2.2.18) 

where the iliristoffel synibols {j ik l are constructed out of the 

tensor density yik' and the scalar density dl is defined by 

2 i k 
dl = yik dx dX (2.2.19) 

so that 

ds = <j>dl (2.2.20) 

If 2 i k 
du = nik dx dx (2.2.21) 

then in an inertial system wr have dl + du asymptotically. 
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2.3 The de Sitter cosmological background. 

V.Je first discuss the de Sitter universe, in which the 

functions ·~ and b:ik vanish. It is a completely homogeneous universe 

with :rretric 

2 2 i k ds · = ~ . nik dx dx (2.3.1) 

From (2.2.8) and (2.2.12) we have 

2 2 3 
K ~ik = (3/~0 R ) ~ nik (2.3.2) 

this gives 144 = - j 11 = -J22 = - J33 or an equation of 

state of the form p + p = 0 • Hence the de Sitter universe cannot be 

composed of stable matter, nor can it represent a radiation filled 

universe since J ~ 0 • Gursey has shown that this universe may be 

interpreted as being associate with a uniform distribution of mass 

scintillations, or unstable masses. 

We nON propose to define the total mass of this uniform 

universe, in the case of positive spatial curvature. From ( 2. 2. 5) 

and ( 2. 2 .11) we obtain 

so 

- 1 J - G K (2.3.3) 

We consider the corresponding Newtonian situation for a 
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static system of IIE.Ss points in flat space. Equation (2.3.3) corresponds 

to the Poisson equation, viz 

= 4wG t m. &(r- r.) 
~ ~ - -~ 
~ 

'Where V is the Newtonian potential. The total mass of the system is 

given by 

- \ 1 J 2 3 M - L.mi = '+nG V V d !. • 

By analogy we define the total mass of the de Sitter uni verne at tine 

tby 

M(t) = ...; J Dn>IP d
3r 

KC 

(2.3.4) 

Using (2.2.13) and (2.1.5) we have 

So we have 

(2.3.5) 
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R 

M(O) 
= (2.3.6) 

The equation of motion of a test particle in the de Sitter universe 

is, using (2.2.18) 

d dxi 
du (q; du ) (2.3.7) 

or 

. -4 . Neglectmg te:rns of order R we then have m vector form 

(2.3.8) 

Fran (2. 3. 7) we see that <I> and hence t 0 is proportional to the inertial 

mass of the test particle. From (2. 3. 6) it follows that 410 is 

proportional to M(O)/R, and so the inertial mass will be dependent an 

the distribution of matter in this universe in accordance with Mach's 

principle. 

2.4 A conformally flat universe .. 

In this section we will ccnsider a space-tirre model which 

is conformally flat and satisfies the less restrictive cosmological 

principle, rather than the perfect cosmological principle as we assllliEd 
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in the last section. We superimpose a stable mass point an our 

tmiform de Sitter backgrotmd, preserving the confonnally flat 

character of the georretry. V.Je have 

(2.4.1) 

in an inertial system. If the stable mass P'1int is at the origin of 

coordinates we have 

where our Machian boundary conditions require 

lim t(r) = 0 r+c»· . 

(2.4.2) 

(2.4.3) 

In order to determine the form of the ftmctian t we consider equation 

( 2 • 2 .11) • Since B = 0 we have 

D <nl<P = Den>'~ + ~) = ~ K 7 (2.4.4) 

Now 7 consists of two parts, one arising from the 

de Sitter structure and the other part arising from the stable mass 

at the space origin. That is 

7 = 1 s + mc2 o(r) 

where 7 s arises from the de Sitter cosmological background. 

Since 0 (n)~ :::; ~ K ]s , we. obtain from (2.4.4) 

2 1 ' 2 v ·~ = - 6 K me o(r) (2.4.5) 
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(m is the ma.ss of the inih0100geneity at the space origin). 

'Ihe solution of (2.4.5), satisfying (2.4.3) is 

F;(r) KC
2 m =- . -2'+rr r 

So the rretr:i:.c of this conformally flat tmi verse is 

(2 .4. 6) 

(2.4.7) 

'Ihe equation of a test particle in this tn1iverse is from (2.2.18) 

• 2 • ) = n~P~ N + KC n~P _a_ I~ 
p o 24n~0 axP \L· 

or in vector form we have for i = 1, 2, 3 

d [(cp + 
du q~0 

-(~)2 :z. -- - .. 
~o 2R2 (2.4.8) 

Neglecting the cosmi.cal expansion (that is assuming 

~I~ 0 "' 1) this last equation can be written 

d [ R m dx] 
du (l + 'II'M(O) r) du (2.4.9) 

This last equation sho:vs that the test particle will be 

subject to a repulsive force proportional to the ma.ss m of the body at 

the origin. 

If we considei" a rrore general case in which we have N stable 

ma.sses (galaxies) of ma.ss m situated at the positions ai at time t = 0, 
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then the total mass of the universe at t:irre t = 0 will be 

M(O) + Nm 

We have 

with the solution 

Hence at tine t = 0 we have 

2 
4> - E.£_ ( M(O) 1 + L 1 ) 
0 - 24tr R 1 + r2/4R2 m lE.- ail 

Introducing 

V( ) - m~ 1 
r . - ·L I r - a. I. 

- -1. 

(2.4.10) 

(2.4.11) 

(2.4.12) 

(2.4.13) 

and assuming that the galaxies are uniformly distributed within a 

sphe:t:B of radius A we have (appendix 5) 

V(r) = 

2 
3Nm (l _E._) 

2A 3A2 

Nm -r 
where N~~, is the total mass of the galaxies. 

r<A 
(2.4.14) 

r>A 

Since we have shCMn the 

forces between galaxies to be repulsive (equation ( 2. 4. 9)) , A will be 

an inCIBasing function of tirre. 
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If we neglect the square of the curvature then we have 

approx:i.rrately at t = 0 : 

,..0 = Kc
2 (M<o> + 3Nm) 

"' 2411' -,r- 2A 
(2.4.15) 

(2.4.16) 

where M 1 = M( 0) + Nm, and R' is (an average radius of curvature) 

defined by (2.4.15). 

We have sha.vn that forces between massive bodies are 

repulsive if the u:ni:verse is conformally flat. Thus a scalar theory 

of gravitation only allows an expanding system of galaxies. 

2.5 Tensor theory of gravitation. 

In order that we may introduce. attractive forces between 

particles we will have to assun:e that the universe is not conformally 

flat. This means that the tensor bik as defined in (2 .. 1.13) cannot be 

zero.. Suppose we have a body at the origin destroying the conformal 

flatness of space tirre. Our metric in this general case will have the 

form 

(2.5.1) 

Neglecting the square of the curvature we have approximately 

(2.5.2) 

where q,
0 

is given by (2 .. 4.16). 
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The tensor density 1Tl~(cp) defined in (2.2.9) is of 

order R-2 (from (2.2.12)), and is therefore negligible in o~ 

approximation. The field equations (2.2.8) na-v becorre 

i 1 i · -1 7 i _ 24'!1' R' Ji J3k - 2 !Sk B '\i - Ktl>o k - - 2 W k 
c 

(2.5.3) 

It is interesting to note that this equation is similar 

to Einstein's original field equations. 'lhe static solution, having 

spherical symretry, for the empty space sur.rotmd:ing a gravitating 

point particle of mass m at the origin is 

(2.5.4) 

. 1 oon 
1!44 = - r-

where Greek letters are :restricted to the space coordinates 1, 2, 3. , 

and a = 6R1 /M' • 

So for bik we have 

b 
).IV 

--r ' 

'lhe Newtonian gravitational •constant' is given by 

G = ! c2 a~·.'::: 3c2R' /M' 
2 ' 

(2.5.5) 

(2.5.6) 
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Hence G is dependent on the cosmic distribution of matter in the 

universe, and it will in general be space and t:irre dependent. We 

will discuss a theory of gravitation based on a variable gravitation 

'constant' in section (2.7). 

The author considered the case in which the deviation 

from conformal flatness is small. That is we neglect squares and 

products of the b .• defined in (2.1.13) and those of their derivatives. 
~J 

We neglect the square of the curvature so that ( 2. 5 • 2) and ( 2. 5. 3) hold. 

We have 

y :i.k = t'lik + bik 

and to the correct order of approximation 

i 
i _ 1 kl a2 bj 

B. - 2 n k .. 1 = 
J Bx a~ 

- ~ O<n> b~ 

with the auxiliary conditions 

Frcm (2.5.3) we get 

i -1,1i 1 il ) Bj "' - K<l>o . j - 2 oj 

hence from ( 2. 5. 8) we obtain 

D i . -lc·li 1 il > bj = 2K<f>o j - 2 oj 
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having the solution 

K cp -1 J [ J~ - 1 0~ 1 ] 
b~ - ... 0 J 2 J dV 

J 2~ r 
(2.5.12) 

From the form of the tensor J ~, defined in appendix 6, we have 

for a static mass point m at the origin of coordinates 

l it 2 
4 = me. o(r) 

the other compcnents being zero. 

b •. 
1.1. 

Hence from (2.5.12) we obtain 

-1 2 
Kcf>o c m oom 

- - - = --4-1T r · r . (i = 1, •• 4) 

i ~ j 

This solution satisfies the Machian boundary condition 

lim 
~ bik = 0 

(2.5.13) 

(2.5.14-) 

From (2.5.3) we find that in the approximation of neglecting the 

square of the curvature, the equations J~.k = 0 will be satisfied 
' 

(the covari.ant derivative being associated with the "fij) • Hence the 

auxiliary conditions (2.5.9) will be satisfied since 

a n 1 n Kcf>o-
1 

[ [ 31~1 ax~ 
axn (bi - 2 ni b) = 21T J r dV 

and 1~;n = a 'J ~/axn to the correct order of approxima.tion. 
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'Ihe rretric of space-tine takes the form 

'Ihe equation of rrotion of a test particle, using ( 2. 2 .. 18) , is 

(2.5.16) 

where 

2 i k 
dl = y ik~ dX 

dl 2 
Hence ( dt l = (l _ ~ ) c2 _ (l + ~) [ (:)2 + (*)2 + (:)2 J 

On neglecting squares of the spatial coordinate velocities we have 

(dl) 2 = ( 1 - ~) c2 = ~~ c2 
dt r ''44 

Now from ( 2. 5 .16) we obtain 

d dxi 
y;

1pi dl <<Po dl 1 

or 

d dxi . dxj .:~...k av .; dxs dxi 
( 'ii''' ) .I.[ k] I.U\,+ ~ 

dl <~>o t
1
pi. dl = - "'O p,J dl d1 <Po s dl dl ax 

where [ p,jk J is the Christoffel symbol of the first kind constructed 

out of the ¥ik. 'Ihis last equation then becorres 

i 
d ( ,, dx ) 
dl cflo 1pi dl = (2.5.17) 

Prom (2 .. 5.14) we have 'Yik = 0 for i '!. k and neglecting 

squares and products of the spatial coordinate velocities, ( 2. 5.17) 
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becomes, for p = 1, 2, 3 

1 a'Y44 dt 2 c2~ 
= 2 ~0 p ( dl) 

ax 

To the correct order of approximation this becones 

or 

(2.5.18) 

in vector form. 

The inel:'tial mass is proportional to ~0 ( 1 + ~ ~ ) , and 

is therefore dependent on the distribution of matter in the universe. 

There is a correction term proportional to 1/r which denotes the 

inertial contribution of the mass destroying the conformally-flat 

space-tirre. The inertial mass of a particle will increase as it 

approaches the body at the origin,. We further note that in an empty 

tmiverse that is ~O = 0, (2.5.18) will be satisfied when the velocity 

is an arbitrary ftmction of tirre, which is not in agreenent with Newton's 

first law of notion. Hence, in accordance with Mach's principle, a test 

particle will not possess inertia in an empty tmi verse. 

\ve note from (2. 5.18) that the force acting on the test 

particle is attractive. OUr equations (2. 5. 3) becone linear when we 

consider small deviations awey from conformal flatness, whereas the 
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original Einstein equations only becorre linear in the weak field 

~ . -1 
approXJ.ma.t~on. Furthenrore we note that K~O plays the role of 

the gravitational constant instead of K in the weak field case. 

From (2.5.6) we find GM' /R1c2 is of the order tmity in agreenent 

with equation (1.1.16) of Sciama' s theory. 

2.6 

equations 

Asynptotic behaviour of the Schwarzschi .ld 

solution .• 

The usual static solution of Einstein's field 

having spherical symretry for a point mass m in empty space is 

(2.6.1) 

We had obtained the solution for a point mass m superimposed on a 

confonnally flat cosmologic~l background as 

2 2 i k 
ds = 41,0 rik dx dX 

where we neglected the square of the curvature. 

Using ( 2. 5 .~+.) we can write this as 

2 KCZ M' 2 
{ 6R 1 2 2 

ds = < 241T RT > (1 - -w ~ ) c dt 

6R' m x llx" dxl.ldx" t + (o + """t'7T- -2 > ll\1 ivl. r r 
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From (2.4.13) we see th.at +0 + 0 as r + eo, and 

• 2 hence the netric tensor g:ik = ~ 0 yik tends to zero as r + eo. Co~aring 

this result with the Schwarzschi ld solution (2.6.1) v.1hich tends 

asymptotically to the matric of special relativity, we see that 

according to the Machian solution (2.6.3) a test particle will not 

possess inertial properties away from matter, whereas the Schwarzschi ld 

solution, being asymptotically flat, implied that a test particle would 

possess inertial properties at large distances from the point mass. 

From (2.6.3) we have 

This maans that in the absence. of matter there is no geomatry. In 

other words there are no vacuum solutions of Einstein • s equations. 

Since from ( 2. 5 .18) we fot.md the inertial mass of a test particle was 

proportional to M' /R' , it follows that inertial mass would vanish in 

an e~ty t.miverse. 

Clearly the formulation of bot.mdary conditions on 

the netric tensor, at spatial infinity, has enabled one to point out 

many aspects of Mach's principle within the frarrework of general 

relativity. Wheeler (1964) has also suggested that Mach's principle 

provides a bot.mdary condition, selecting only physically admissable 

solutions of the field equations. 

'Ihe solutions of the field equations provide three 

different types of geometry: 
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(i) spatially open 

( iil a geo:rretry which is so:rrewhere singular 

(ii:i:) spatially closed and free of singularity. 

We WC>l).ld select a closed geOI'.Ietry as our bomdary 

condition for physically admissable solutions, since Mach.'s ideas only 

correspond to a finite universe, bounded in space. For example in 

the case of negative spatial curvature, that is when R as defined in 

(2.1.5) is imaginary, the integral (2.3.4) would diverge, and no 

relation of the fonn (2.3.6) would be obtained, furthermore the 

gravitational constant as in (2.5.6) would then be zero. M infinite 

miverse would be possible only if the nean density of matter in 

space vanishes, and although this is possible, a finite :rrean density 

of matter in the universe is more probable. Hence a quasi-Euclidean 

infinite solution of the field equations, for example the Schwarzschi ld 

solution, will be rejected as a Machian solution because of our 

restrictive closed geonetry. One can hardly attribute the cause of 

flat space at infinity to the central point mass, and hence inertial 

properties at infinity do not appear to be determined by any masses. 

The Schwarnschi.rld solution, being incompatible with 

Mach's principle because of its asymptotic flatness, can be made 
.. 

physically acceptable by considering the 1imi t of a "Schwa.rzschi ld 

zone" in a lattice miverse (Wheeler & Lindquist 1957). 

'Ihe lattice universe consists of a nuniber of mass 

concentrations so distributed in space and of approximately the same 

so •• 
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magnitude such that the zone of influence of each mass can be 

reasonably approximated by a sphere. 'llie number of mass centres 

and their distribution in space is so chosen as to curve the space 

into closure. When we have infinitely many infinitely small cells 

one goes over to the Friedmarm universe, t.vh.ich is a closed dust

filled universe of uniform density and negligible pressure. The 

Schwarzschi ld rretric holds inside each cell, and the equation of 

notion of the boundary between two zones is found to be identical 

with that of a freely falling particle. The interface between two 

zones rroves outwards from the attracting uasses on either side of it, 

and then falls back again. At the norrent of maximum expansion the 

dynamics of the lattice universe agree approximately with the dynamics 

of the uniform Friedmann rrodel. It is also true that in the limit 

as a typical cell size goes to infinity, the number of cells becanes 

infinite. 

We new envisage the Schwarzschild georretry as 

the limit of the georretry of a closed lattice universe when the cell 

radius tends to infinity. The Schwarzschild georretry is a piece of a 

closed georretry, for which our Machian boundary condition is satisfied. 

However our reformulation of Einstein's equations 

in terms of the quantities yik and ~ certainly rules out the asymptotic 

flatness of the Schwarzschild solution, since the rretric becorres 

degenerate at infinity. 
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One further point concerns the origin of inertial 

forces. Gursey has shown that these forces may be interpreted as 

gravitational forces exerted by the cos:roological backgrotmd, in 

accordance wi,th the interpretation of Sciama (1953) and Davidson (1957). 

HCMever Davidson's work was restricted to the weak field case, whereas 

Gursey 's result is general in that one considers a con.fonnal 

transfonnatian, co!"'.responding to an. acceleration ~' from an inertial 

frarre into a non-inertial frame. For a particle at rest in the non

inertial frarre one finds an inertial force proportional to - ~ acting 

on the particle. This is explained by the fact that the distribution 

of cosmological matter relative to the non-inertial frarre will not be 

uniform and isotropic, and this will cause. gravitational effects which 

we call inertial forces. 

2.7 Theory of gravitation based on· a scalar field in 

a Riemanni.an Geonetry. 

This theory was specifically desigped to incorporate 

Mach's principle into general relativity (Brans & Dicke 1961). Einstein's 

original field equations are modified by the introduction of a net-J 

scalar field e which describes gravitational effects as t-Iell as the 

rretric tensor gij. The theory is based o.r1 the assumption that the 

gravitational 'constant' varies with position, since by Mach's principle 

the gravitational 'constant' is dependent en the mass distribution in 
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the uni. verse and any theory which assumes a varying universe must 

consider the possibility of a varying gravitational 'constant' • 

'!he gra.vi tational • constant' G is assumed to be a 
. f 

function of the scalar variable e. The new variable e is introduced 

since the geon:etrical scalars which can be fo:r:ned from the curvature 

tensor R~ .k are all prim.a.rily detennined by nearby matter, whereas 
l.J 

we want G to be determined mainly by distant matter. 

'!he generalization of Einstein's theory is carried out 

by first considering the variational principle for general relativity 

(2.7.1) 

where R is the scalar curvature and L is the l.agrangian density of 

matter. One obtains Einstein's field equations by varying the 

components of the metric tensor and its first derivatives, and 

further, the geodesic equations of moticn for a test particle are 

obtained by varying the matter variables. We generalize ci. 7 .1) by 

dividing through by G, and then by adding a Lagrangian density of the 

scalar field e inside the bracket, and replacing G-l by e. This gives 

(2.7.2) 

where e. = 
l. 

ae/axi and w is a constant expressing the. strength of the 

coupling of the scalar field e to the netric tensor ~j • 

From Sciama' s theory we obtained the relation 

(2.7.3) 
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where M denotes the finite mass of the visible tmiverse, and R is 

the effective radius of the visible universe. '.this suggests that 

since we have assumed G-l varies as e, we would expect a wave 

equation for e with the seal~ mass density as source giving a 

solution for e in the form 

(2.7.4) 

Comparing the two variational principles (2.7.1), (2.7.2) 

we see that the tenn involving the La.grangian density of matter is 

the same in both cases, implying that the equation of motion of a 

free particle in the new theory will be a geodesic in the four 

di.mmsional manifold as in general relativity. Further since L is 

assurred to be a function of gij only (not of e) we will still have 

the conservation equations 

f-1< ;k 
__ iclr 2 a = 0 where r- =- - (.r.:-g-1) 

/ ... g 0~ 

By varying e and ei in (2. 7 .2) we obtain 

-10 -2 i 2we (g) e - we e ei + R = o (2.7.5) 

and by varying the metric tensor and its first derivatives we obtain 

the field equations for this theory 
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' • (2. 7. 6? 

From (2. 7 .5), (2. 7 .6) we get the wave equation for e 

D<gl e = 811' T 
(3 + 2w)c2 (2.7.7) 

with the contracted enertgy-m::>ll)9Iltum tensor as soUI"Ce. 

Further analysis shows that 

' (2.7.8) 

which neans that e, at the point x0 , is determined by the distribution 

of matter and energy in the universe, each elemmt of mass contributing 

to a wavelet which propagates to the point x0 • 'lhis is just the 

interpretation of Mach's principle required. 

As far as restriction on the coupling constant w, is 

concerned, the perihelion rotation of ~rcucy requires w.::, 6 • 

In this theory Einstein • s equations were modified by the 

introduction of a scalar field which is part of the gravitational field, 

and the new field equations were found to be compatible with Mach's 

principle. However it has been shCMn (Dick.e 1962) that a coordinate 

dependent transfonnaticn of units, allows the gravi taticnal field to be 

solely characterised by the netric tensor, the scalar field e appearing 
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as a non-gravitational field. This rreans that the field equations 

in transfonred tmi ts t-rl.ll be the sane as Einstei.n 's original field 

equations. Furthermo:oo the gravitational constant is coordinate 

independent in this new formulation whereas the rest masses of all 

elenentary particles vary with position, being ftmctions of e, 

although nass ratios :rerncrl.n constant. From (2. 7 .3) we see that if 

G is to be constant then M/R will have to remain fixed. We can 

explain this by pointing out that the nasses of elenentary particles 

adjust themselves through the scalar field e generated by all other 

matter in such. a way that M/R remains fixed. 

It is interesting to note that the variational principle 

(2. 7 .1) written in terms of quantities lP and y.ik of Gursey's theory, 

is identical to the variational principle (2. 7. 2) of Brans and Dicke 's 

theory. From ( 2. 2. 4) we have 

-2 -30 R = + B ~ 6t (.) t (2.7.9) 

and from (2.1.8) we get 

(2. 7.10) 

'lhe variaticnal principle (2. 7 .1) now becorres 

(2.7.11) 

Now 
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The part of the integrand involving the term o(cfli)Jaxi can be 

transforned into a surface integral over a hypersurface surrounding 

the four-volurre by Gauss' theorem. From (2.1.5) we see that <JJ(-t2> 

vanishes for large r, when t is kept constant, and it therefore 

follaNS that ~ will vanish at infinity in the inertial system. 'Ihe 

surface integral will be zero, and if we further define a new 

Lagrangian density by 

(2.7.12) 

then ( 2 • 7 .11) becorres 

(2.7.13) 

If in Brans and Dicke 's nodification of Einstein's variational principle 

one first divided by G2 and then replaced G-l by e, a variational 

principle identical to (2. 7 .1$) would have been obtained provided 

.r.:-g = 1 and w = 6 • 
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01apter 3. 

3~1 The stea9Y-state theory~ 

We intend to give a physical interpretation of the 

potentials t, A in general relativity as they were defined in section 

(1.3) (Davidson 1957). We shall discuss the Robertson-Walker netric 

in connection with the isotropic expanding or contracting types of 

cos:rrologi.cal m:xiels. We take the netric in the fonn 

where k = 0, .:!:. 1 corresponding to the 3-space t = constant being 

Euclidean, spherical, or hyperbolic res:J;Ectively, and where the 

fundarrental particles have constant r, e, $ • 

With respect to the rretric (3.1.1) the field equations 

R •• - 2
1 g •. R = - KT •• 

l.J l.J l.J 
(3.1.2) 

give, for a material density p(t) and an isotropic pressure p(t): 

(3.1.3) 

The cosmological mass density for isotropic cosmological models is 

given by 
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2 o = p + 3p/c {3.1.4) 



Putting 

K : 8~G/c2 in (3.1.3) we get 

(3.1.5) 

For cosrological rodels represented by the netric ( 3 .1.1) 

we find the proper distance 9. to the particle ( r, e, 4>) , rreasured in 

the simultaneity of the ftmdam:mtal observers at cosmological ti.Ire 

t, from r = 0 is 

.t = e!s< t) Jr 
0 

Therefore the radial velocity of the particle is 

( 3.1.6) 

(3.1. 7) 

Now I il = c when 9. = 2c/ I 81, and so the effective radius R of 

the model is 

For S > 0 we have 

R = zc!lsl 

S = 2c 
R and 

and substituting in ( 3 .1. 5) we ge.t 
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3c2 R 
- 4-rr (l - c ) for 8 > 0 

(3.1.9) 

fore<O 

From (3.1. 7) we have ~. = ! diJR according as r3 > 0 or 

8 < 0 • In either case we obtain from ( 3 .1. 9) the Newtonian type 

equation 

l = -.~'11'Ga$;, ( 3.1.10) 

With the gravitational force on unit mass being defined as the 

proper acceleration relative to the space origin, we see that (3.1.10) 

relates gravitational force and proper distance ~. at cosmological tirre 

t. Comparing (3.1.10) with the ponde:rnotive equation, (1.3.3) we see 

that A. = 0 and grad cp = ~'11' Ga!. , for ari observer whose radial 

space coordinate is the proper distance g.,, and whose time is the 

cosmological tirre t. 

By analogy with Newtonian theory we define the gravitational 

"work" done by the field when a particle of unit mass is rroved from 

proper distance .q~, to the horizon of the model as 

hence 
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~'R. = 1 2 2 c (1- t2/R2) (3.1.12) 

so 

~0 = 1 c2 
2 

(3.1.13) 

'lhis gives a physical interpretation of the potential 

~0 arising in (1.3.5), as the static potential, at the origin, of the 

whole visible tmiverse. 

We now consider the steady state rretric proposed by Bondi 

and Gold (1948) 

(3.1.14) 

By rreans of the transformation 

t/R R ~2 
-. 0: -- ...,.,. c , ... - t lo ( 1 ) ~ ... "" ' - - 2c g - R2 

the rretric (3.1.14) is transformed into static coordinates 

We note that in these coordinates o'llt' reference frane is 

locally inertial, and from (1.3.2) we have 

in agreerrent with ( 3 .1.12) • 

For the potential of unit mass, at distance t from the 

mass qdV constantly in the volune dV, we have the Newtonian type 

in-t;e·g;-al 
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d~ - . - G f R adV d:9. 
5/., 9.-2 

1 1 = - GadV(y - R ) 

since a and R are constant for the steady-state. Hence the 

gravitational potential at the origin arising from all the matter in 

the visible universe is 

For the steady-state (3.1.9) gives GaR2 -- 3c2/41T and so 

1 2 
~0 = 2 c • 

This justifies our interpretation of ~O in (1.3.5) as the 

gravitational po:l;ential of all matter in the universe apparent to an 

observer at the origin. 

Since n44 = 2~0 , - n11 = 2iP0/c2 , we rreke the tentative 

assumption that the Galilean values of g .. are associated with world 
l.J 

gravitation. In connection with inertial mass, t-Ie note that in the 

case of rectilinear m::::>tion described in section (1.3), the application 

of the pondenroti ve eqUa.tion (1. 3. 4) shcws that the inertial mass is 

apparently proportional to the Gali1ean g11, that is n11 • This is 
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because a non-zero A arose by a transfonnation of the gik which 

involved multiplying the Galilean g11 in the original frame by 

V. Since -we have made the tentative inference that the Galilean 

~j are related to world gravitation it would follow that inertial 

mass is influenced by the whole universe in accordance with Mach's 

principle. 

3.2 Mach's inertial frane as deduced from nomal relativistic 

cosm::>logy. 

Mach 1 s principle implies that the inertial frarre of 

reference is one in \.vhich the distant astronomical objects are non-

rotating. In other words inertial forces are observed only when the 

distant matter is rotating relative to the reference frane in question. 

In the derivation of the Robertson-Walker cosmological line elem.mt 

(3.2.1) 

we have assurred 

63 •• 

(i) the world lines of matter form a normal congruence 

(that is hypersurface orthogonal) of tima-like 

geodesics. 'Ihis specifies a cosmic tine, the 

proper tine neasured along these geodesics from the 

given hypersurface. 
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(ii) the hypersurfaces t = constant are isotropic, 

which implies that these 3-spaces are spaces 

of constant CU!"Vature. 

A transformation r' = r/(1 + kr2 /4) then puts the line 

elenent (3.2.1) in the form (after dropping prines) 

(3.2.2) 

where k = 0, + 1, - 1 for space of uniform zero, positive, and 

negative curvature respectively .. 

Now consider a transformation 

9. = r R(t) , (3.2.3) 

Then correct to the order R. 
2, ( 3. 2. 2) be comas: 

(3.2.4) 

For small t we have approximately 

which is the netcic of special relativity. 'lliis neans that the 

coordinates R., e, cfl, 't' represent a reference frame which is locally 

inertial. Furtherm.:>re the coordinates e, cfl to be associated ;,'li th any 

particular galaxy are :i.nder;endent of t, since e , cfl remain 'l.mchanged by 
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the transformation, and so the distant galaxies a:re nan-rotat:ing 

relative to this locally inertial frcure. 

This is :in full agreenent with the expectations of 

Mach's pr:inciple, but this result was obtained only because we 

:introduced the two postulates of relativistic cosmology extraneous to 

general relativity. The transforiJ:ed line elenent (3.2.4) is exact when 

R(t) = eHt and k = o, in this case it will be the static fonn of the 

de Sitter line elenent. 

Suppose we measure the speed of rotation of the 

earth by two independent rrethods, a dynamical determination with say 

a Focaul t pendulum which measures the speed of rotation relative to a 

locally inertial frane, and an astrcnomical determination relative to 

the 'fixed' stars. It has been verified experd.nentally that these two 

nethods give the sarre result, implying that the locally inertial frarre 

is one in which the distant as"t:l:alomical objects are non-rotat:ing. 

We have shown above that this coincidence follCMs 

frcm nonnal relativistic cosJIPlogy. One now asks whether general 

relativity can expla:in this coincidence, and we will see :in the next 

section that the introduction of Hoyles C-field into general relativity 

does improve the situation. 

F'u:r'ther acceptable results in tenns of Mach's 

principle, in the sense that the local inertial frarre seems neatly tied 

to distant rna.tter, have been put forward by Pachner (1963). Although 
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considered in the classical approximation, Pachner shCMed that, 

a reference frane at rest relative to the expanding system of 

galaxies, and whose origin coincides with the centre of gravity 

of a galaxy or galaxy cluster, is dynamically preferred for the 

non-existence of Centrifugal and Coci.olis forces. 

3 .. 3 'Ihe creation field. 

We consider the field equations of general relativity. 

', 
1 -R •• - -2 12:. • R - - KT •• 

J.] . '-'l.J l.] 
(3.3.1) 

Mach 1 s principle asserts that the :inertial field is 

determined by the distribution of matter in the universe. Keeping in 

mind the analysis 'of section (3.2), it would be interesting to knew if 

general relativity would lead uniquely to the line elenent (3.2.1) given 

the distribution of matter in eo-moving coordinates, viz 

rf-j = 
' dxi dxj .. 
(p + p) ds . ds - pgl.J 

where (3.3.2) 
dxi 
ds = oi 

4 

Unfortunately general relativity will not satisfy this 

requirerrent, the Godel solution is an exact solution of the field 
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equations with a ma.tter distribution given by ( 3. 3. 2) , which is 

fundan:entally different from the line elenent (3.2.1) since it 

represents a rotation of distant ma.tter relative to a locally inertial 

· reference frane. (see section ( 4 .1)) • 

It is clear that, in the franewo:rK of general relativity, 

we will have to define sorre boun<:lary conditions on the rretric tensor. 

This is the initial value, or Cauchy, problem for a system of equations 

of motion. Given a three-dirrensianal hypersurface inibedded in the 

space-tine manifold, and knowing the dynamical situation and the 

k 2 k R, 
rretric tensor, including the quantities a~j/ax ' a gij/ax ax ' an 

the initial hypersurface., one can calculate the dynamical situation and 

the rretric tensor off the initial hypersurface. We could choose these 

:initial conditions, consistently with ( 3. 3 .1) , so that the line elerrent 

turns out to be of the form (3.2.1). 

One usually supposes that these initial conditions were 

imposed at the or~gin of the tmiverse. HCMever was it just by chance 

that these initial conditions leading to ( 3. 2 .1) were chosen, since it 

seems equally likely that the. Godel solution. should have turned up. 

Hence as far as general relativity is concerned, it appears as though it 

is just coincidence that the locally inertial reference frane turns out 

to be the one in which the distant astronomical objects are non-rotating. 

In order to dispense with the need for initial condi tians, 
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the C-field was introduced into general relativity (Hoyle 1948, 1949). 

By modifying the field equations with this creation field, the 

solution for the mertial field tends to the steady-state solution as 

t-+co. 

The JIPdified field equations are 

• . 1 ij _{k i_k 1 ik R. 
R~J - "2 g R = - K('r - f(C c- - "2 g C CR.) ] (3.3.3) 

where ci = ac/axi • Of course this m:xlification implies that the 

conservation law ~k :: 0 nust be dropped in order to allow for creation 

or destruction of matter. We also have 

and 

i where j 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

= pdxi /ds the ma.ss current, and f is a coupling constant. 

For the Robertson-Walker line elen:ent ( 3. 2. 2) we get 

.i R 
J;i = P + 3 RP 

_ik R • 
1~;k = (p + 3 R p)O~ 

(3.3.6) 

(3.3.7) 

(3.3.8) 

where we have assl..Uled that the C field is a function of t only in the 

homogeneous isotropic case so that ci = (0, o, o, C) • We also have 
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·2 
= -( 2R + R + k )&l.l 

R R2 V 

where l.l, v = 1, 2, 3 

and 

The equations (3.3.3) with (3.3.9) give 

•2 
3(R ; k ) = 

R 

1 ·2 
K(p - 2 f C ) 

Equations (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) give respectively 

c + 3 ~ c = ~ (p + 3 ~ p) 

• 

(3.3.9) 

(3.3.10) 

(3.3.11) 

(3.3.12) 

. . ~ 

From C3.3.11), (3.3.12) we see that C = 1 ~f C . ~ o, and so 
;~ 

C = t for all t. Hence the hypersurfaces t = constant are just ~he 

surfaces C = constant. Now (3.3.12) leads to 

P = f(l - A3 ) , A constant 
R 

(3.3.13) 

and adding the two equations (3.3.10) we have when k = 0 

= KP (3.3.14) 
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corribining this with (3.3.13) we obtain a solution of the type 

R3 = A(l + cosh 3Ht) 

where H = IKf/6 • 

From (3. 3.15) we see that as t + eo , 

from (3.3.13) ~-re have p + f • 

(3.3.15) 

Ht R+e , and 

Hence the steady state solution follows as an asymptotic 

case, that is creaticn and expansion are in exact balance. 

At present it does not seem as though the introduction of 

the C-field has any advantages over general relativity. Given the 

distribution of matter on a particular C-surface we would still have 

to specify the rretric tensor and its derivatives on this C-surface in 

order to obtain the line elerrent (3.2.1) off the initial surface. 

Hewever it is possible that the initial choice of the 

netcic tensor is irrelevant in such a way that the resulting line 

elerrent will always tend to the steady state form 

(3.3.16) 

It has been shown (Hoyle & Narlikar 1963) that if the initial conditions 

on the rretric tensor are taken as a perturbation of ( 3. 3.16) , that is 

= - (n + h ) e2Ht 
lJ\1 lJ\1 

(3.3.17) 
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where we neglect square. s and products of the h .. and those of its 
. ~] 

derivatives, then the perturbations gradually die away so that the 

line eJ.emant (3.3.16) results. We have chosen the lines xll - = constant 

to be orthogonal to the surface C = t = constant so that the gll4 terms 

do not appear. The solutions for the hij are of the form 

(3.3.18) 

where a , 8 , y & are ftmctions of xll only. As t increases 
lJV lJV lJV' lJV 

we have h -+ a , and since the variation of the a over any given 
lJ\1 lJV lJV 

proper volt.Ure becorres smaller and smaller because of expansion, the 

h effectively tend to zero since the constant values of the a'"' can 
lJ\1 Jo'V 

be absorbed trivially into the xll • 

Since squares and higher pc:Mers of the h .. were neglected 
~J 

we carmot say, for arbitrarily chosen initial conditions, whether the 

line elem:mt will tend to the steady state form or not. Hcwever we 

can conclude for this restrictive case that the introduction of the 

C-field into general relativity allCMs for the continuous creation of 

matter in such a way that any initial anisotropy or inhomogeneity is 

'snoothed' away over any specified proper volt.nTe. 

The fact that the inertial frane is one in which the 
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distant galaxies are non-rotating, could be explained by this 

modified form of general relativity since the resulting line elerrent 

may be independent of the initial conditions imposed at the origin 

of the mi verse. 
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Chapter 4. 

Godel • s tmi verse. 

It was rrentioned that the Godel universe was a solution 

of the field equations ftmdamentally different from ( 3. 2 .1) , since 

the matter in this tmiverse is in a state of absolute rotation. 

Consider the rretri.c 

1 1 
ds2 = dt2 + Zeax dt dx2 _ (dxl)2 + 1 e2ax (dx2)2 _ (dx3)2 

2 
(4.1.1) 

We will show that this matri.c is an exact solution of Emste:in 's field 

equations compatible with an incoherent matter distribution ( Godel 1949). 

The non-zero Christoffel symbols a:re 

' LlJ ' 

' 

and for the non-zero components of the Ricci tensor 

2 2ax1 
= - a e ' 

= - a 
2 

• 
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We then obtain for the cu:rvature invariant 

ij 2 
R = g R~ ~ = - a 

1.] 

For an :Incoherent· matter field in comoving coordinates we 

have the energy-stress-rrarentum tensor .f-j given by (3.3.2) -and so 

p 0 0 0 
1 

0 (p + 1 ) 2aX 0 aX 
-pe pe 

T •• 
2 -

= 1.] 0 0 p 0 

0 
aXl 

0 pe p 

Including the cosmological constant A in the field equations 

R •• 
l.J 

1 - -2 g •• R + Ag •• 
l.J l.J 

= - KT •• 
l.J 

1 

and neglecting the cosmic pressure p in (4.1.2) we obtain the 

relations 

2 
A = - a /2 ' 

2 a : PK 

(4.1.2) 

(4.1.4) 

If we assurre the cosmo1ogical constant to be zero, then t.ve cannot 

neglect the pressure p, and so (4.1.2), (4.1.3) lead to 

p = p 
2 . 

KP = a /2 (4.1. 5) 

'Ihe important property of Godel' s rretric is that the 

world lines which characterize matter at rest in the eo-moving system 

Cx\ x2, x3, t) cannot be everywhere orthogonal to a one-paranete.r 

family of 3 dimensicna1 hypersurfaces. Consider a family "}of 
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hypersurfaces which are paranetrized by A and which have equations 

of the form 

i F(x ) - }.. = 0 (4.1.6) 

One specific nonre,l vector to the rrember of J- which contains the 

world point xi is aP .. (xi) • Th.us any arbitrary vector field u. which 
ax· ~ 

is everywhere orthogonal to the ~rs of J may be written as 

u. 
~ 

, ar 
= tl; ax 

where R. is an arbitrary scalar function. 

(4.1. 7) 

Now consider the asymmetric tensor wik defined by 
~· ~ 

1 aui a'\ 
wik = 2 'axk - ax:L ) (4.1.8) 

The components of this tensor will "vanish "if ( 4 .1. 7) is 

satisfied. In other words if the world lines of matter are everywhere 

orthogonal to a family of hypersurfaces the tensor wik must vanish 

identically. For the Godel solution 

and so 

Now 
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u. 
~ 

au. 
1. 

axk 

. dxi 
u~ = ds · = (0, o, o, 1) 

= uk = gik 
1 

= (0, e ax , 0, 1) 

i = 2, k = 1 

otherwise 

(4.1.9) 
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hence the non-zero components of wik are 

1:' ax1 

wl2 = - 2 ae ' w21 = - wl2 
,, 

(4.1.10) 

Thus the world lines of matter are not orrthogonal to the hypersurfaces 

t = constant. 

We see that for an l.n,coherent matter distribution given 

by (3.3.2) we have two basically different solutions for the field 

equations, the Godel solution given by (4.1.1), and the Robertson

Walker metric given by (3.2.1). This means that given the distribution 

of matter, the field equations do not lead to a mique geometry as 

required by Mach's principle. 

Defining the scalar angular velocity was 

(4.1.11) 

we obtain from ( 4 .1.10) w =, a/12 • 

From the definition of the three-vector !! 

we have 
(4.1.12) 

Hence the eo-moving matter of the Godel mi verse possesses 

a constant intrinsic angulaJ:' velocity w = oJ 12 about the x3 axis.: 

This rotation manifests itself in the motion of test bodies 
! 

in the Godel mi verse. If we shoot a test particle from the origin along 
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the x1-axis in a nonrotating universe, for example a Friedmann 

universe, the particle will continue to move along the x1-axis. However 

in the Godel universe the particle will spiral outward relative to the 

matter in the universe. If we have the initial conditions 

X
4 dx4 "' 1 dx1 _ 

: 0, ds : 1, X : 0, d'S'""" - 6 

(4.1.13) 

2 dx
2 

x3 x = 0 , ds = 0 , 
dx3 

= o, ds = 0 

Then in a non-rotating univers.e we expect a solution of the fonn 
J 

xi(s) = <s s, o, o, s) 

However for the Godel universe we obtain, correct to first order in 

a, the solution: . xi(s) = <ss, ass2, o, s -aes2> , hence the particle 

deviates fran the ray x2 = x3 = 0 'and spirals outward. 

Another property of Godel' s. metric is that there exist 

closed, eVe:J:"YtrJhere time-like world lines, which means that it is 

possible for a person to travel into his own past. Furrther. from 
·l 

(4.1.5) we see that if A = 0 then it is necessary that p = p, which 

we know is UIU:'easonable from observation. On physical grounds the 

Godel universe could be rejected, however it is an exact solution of 

the field equations not satisfying Mach's principle, and so it seems 

as though general relativity will have to be supplemented with same 

global conditions if it is to incorporate Mach's principle. 
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Another spatially homogeneous 'rotating' solution of 

the field equations has been found, this solution differing fr'OTl the 

Godel solution in that closed time-like world lines do not exist. 

(Ozsvath & Schucking 1962). For' this solution the 3-space 

t = constant is closed. 

An empty space solution. 

V.Je now consider a solution of Einstein's field equations 

for which the georretry of space is curved, but in which there is no 

matter (Ozsvath & Schucking 1962) • 

For the metric 

the non-zero Christoffel symbols are 

{3 

1 
4! = - 1 {1 

2 

4\ = - 1 

{1 4 
3 \ 

= 1 {3 
4 

3\ = - 2t 

and the non-zero components of the CU!'Vattl:r'e tensor are 

R3113 = - l • 

Every component of Ricci tensor is zero 

= 0 all i, j (4.2.2) 
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From the field equations 

Rij - ~ gij R = ~<Tij 
we see that if (4.2.2) holds then Tij = 0 all i, j • 

Hence ~ve have an empty space solution of the field 

equations, for which the geometry is curved, since there exist non

zero components of the curvature tensor. 'Ihe solution is free of 

signulari ties. 

Clearly this solution is not compatible with Mach's 

principle since it implies that a test particle in an otherwise 

empty universe has inertial properties. If the cosmological constant 

is included in the field equations then ( 4 .1. 3) gives for R. . = 0 
~J 

- ~<:T.. = Ag •• 
~J ~J 

(4.2.3) 

so that all the components of the energy-stress-momentum tensor would 

not be zero. 

Einstein first .1introduced the cosmological constant into 

general relativity in the hope that the field equations IDuld have no 

solution for the g .. when T.. = 0. However the de Sitter solution 
~J ~J 

2 . 
ds2 = (1 - r 2/R2) dt2 - dr2 2 - r 2de2 - r 2sin2ect$2 

1- r /R 
I 

is a vrell-known vacuum solution of the field equations provided 

• 
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So the introduction of the A term turned out to be a 

failure in this respect. Whether the cosrrological constant is included 

or not, the field equations •still possess solutions in the absence of 

matter which is not in accordance with Mach's principle. 

However Pachner ( 1963) has suggested, that provided we 

accept that the vanishing of the matter tensor does not signify the 

absolute absence of matter, ,the existence of centrifugal and Coriolis 

force fields appearing in the case when a single material body is 

rotating in an infinite absolutely empty space, is explained by the 

hypothesis that this empty space-t:i:Jne is to be considered as a 

Minkowski universe. The Min.kowski universe is a world model with 

infinite total mass but vanishing mean mass density. other exact 

solutions of the field equations, such as that of Ozsvath & Schucking 

discussed in this section, with vanishing matter tensor, which are 

free of siJlgllarities are then to be considered as "self-excited" 

states of the Minkowsld universe. 
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Chapter 5. 

5 .. 1 Inertial mass in an expanding universe. 

A consequence of Mach's principle was that inertial mass 

was not an intrinsic property of matter but was determined by the 

matter in the tmiverse and its distribution.. Therefore we would expect 

that in a homogeneous, isotropic, expanding tmi verse the inertial mass 

of a particle would depend an time (Rosen 1965) .. 

We consider a homogeneous closed model of the universe 

which is described by the line element 

(5.1.1) 

in eo-moving coordinates. 

In the neighbourhood of the space origin we neglect the 

curvature so that (5~1.1) can be written as 

(5.L.2) 

The geodesic equations of motion of a test particle are 

a 
£... CR2 s£L ) = 0 ds ds a = 1, 2, 3 (5.1. 3) 

(5.1.4) 
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where 

• 

So (5.1.4) can now be written in the form 

R(9.!) 2 
= R ds . 

or 

d . dt • 
dS (R dS) = R (5.1.5) 

Multiplying ooth sides of (5.1.5) by R dt/ds we obtain 

(5.1.6) 

and integrating: 
2 

R
2 (~) = R2 +A (5.1.7) 

Nhere A is a constant. 

Now according to (5.1.2), at a given instant of time an 

observer will measure a distance Rd.Xa co~sponding to a coordinate 

differential dxa • We now introduce 'observers' coordinates 
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-a - Rxa X - ' 
-r = Rr 

. , .. , 

(5.1. 8) 

In other words the proper distance to the particle 



( x1 , x2 , x 3) meast.tr'ed in the simultaneity of fund.a:rrental observers 

at cosmological time t from r = 0 is Rr. We must remember that we 

are restricting ourselves to a neighbourhood of the space origin 

where space is approximately flat. If we take into account the 

curvature of space the corresponding proper distance would be 

We further define the observer's 4-veloci ty 

-a dx~ 
u = R-as-- , 

which satisfy the relation 

-4 u = dt 

We define the 4-momentum pk of a free particle 

where 

m = riUR(t) 

nu being a constant. 

From these definitions equation (5.1.3) gives 

a = 1, 2, 3 

(5.1.9) 

(5.1.10) 

(5.1.11) 

(5.1.12) 

This equation implies the conservation of momentum p« for a free 

particle. It is therefore natural to regard m as the inertial mass 
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of the particle, and (5.1.11) shows that the inertial mass is tine 

dependent and actually increases in an expanding universe. 

From (5 .. 1.5) we have 

(5.1.13) 

and (5.1.7) gives 

( 5 .. 1.14) 

Regarding P4 as the energy of the particle we see 

that energy is not conserved in a t:ilre dependent field. 

Since in an expanding universe the matter distribution will 

change with tine, Mach's principle will require the inertial mass to 

depend on time as we have shown in ( 5 .. 1.11) • 

5.2 Inertial maps of a particle in the gravitational field 

of a massive bocly superposed on the expanding nniverse. 

The motion of a particle in the field of a massive body 

superposed on the expanding universe, is described by McVittie's metric. 

This metric is effectively the Schwarzschild solution for the field of 

a body of gravitational mass Me expressed in cosmical coordinates. 

(McVittie 1933). 
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1 

[

1 - JJ(t)/2r .. (l + r
2 

/ttR0
2
1

2 

] dt2 
ds2 = 2 2 

(5.2.1) 
1 + JJ(t)/2r.(l + r /4R0 12 

[ 
' ' 2 2 ~14 

1 + ll(t)/2r .. (l + r /4Ro ) J 2 1 2 2 2 3 2 

2 2 2 
R ((dx ) + (dx ) + (dx ) ) 

(1 + r /4Ra ) 

Neglecting the curvature of space locally we have 

(5.2.2) 

where 

and MQ = JJ(t) R(t) .. (5.2.3) 

At large distances away frcm the body ( 5. 2 .1) reduces to 

the Robertson-Walker form (5.1.1) and near the body (5.2.1) reduces 

to the isotropic Schwarzschild form if we transform to static coordinates. 

CorTect to first order in ~/r and second ~er in the spatial 

coordinate velocities dxa/dt, the geodesic equations corTesponding to 

the metric (;. 5.2 .2) are; 

(5 .. 2.4) 

Fran the metric (· .. ;5.2.2) we obtain, to the correct order of 

approximation 
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(5.2.5) 

where 

and so (5.2.4) beccmes 

( 5.2.6) 

where Ino is a constant. 

Using observer's coordinates as defined in (5.1.8) and the .. . , 

observer's 4-veloci ty as in ( 5 .1. 9) we can rewrite ( 5. 2 • 6) as 

where again 

.sL (m t? ) 
ds 

-a 
m MO x 

- - -3 
r 

m.= InoR 

(5.2.7) 

(5.2.8) 

We see that both inertial mass and passive gravitational 

mass are given by (5.2.8), and so vary with time in the same way, in 

accordance with the equivalence principle. Hence inertial mass is 

dependent on the mass distribution in accordance with I'1a.ch's principle. 

We note that one might have de.fined inertial mass differently. 

For. example we might have defined the 4-manentum plc by 

plc = nu 'it 
instead of ( 5 .1.10), but this would not lead to conservation of 

momentum in a spatially homogeneous universe, which is not in accordance 

with the outlook of modern physics. 
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Chapter 6. 

6.1 The field equations in integ;rel form. 

Pour d:i.mensiona.l Green's functions play an essential role 

in the propagation of action not only in Minkowski space-time but also 

in cur.ved space time. \'le propose to rewrite Einstein's equations in 

integral form by means of retarded bi-tensor Green's functions. 

(Lynden-Bell 196 7) • Since Mach's principle requires the total inertial 

field, the gik' to be determined by the distribution of matter in the 

universe, we will write the field equations in integral form in such a 

way, that the metric tensor is expressed in terms of the energy-stress-

momentum tensor. 

We would expect inertia at a point to be expressed as a 

sum over its sources. Since the sources are represented by the energy-

stress-momentum tensor, we cannot sum this tensor at different points 

as the sum would not pe. a tensor anywhere. However we can get over 

this problem by the use of bi-tensors of parallel geodesic transport 

(Synge). Consider two points P(x) and Q(y), and the geodesic curve 

joining them. The vector A a at Q determines by parallel transport the 

v119tor A i at P, and since the A i are linear homogeneous functions of 

a 't >. we may wri e 

(6.1.1) 
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(We have let Latin indices i, k ••• refer to the point x, and 

Greek letters a, S • • • refer to the point y) • 

The two-point tensor g. (x,y) is called the parallel 
~Ot 

propagator, and is only dependent on the points P and Q. In the limit 

as Q tends to P the parallel propagator becomes the ordinary metric 

tensor at the point P. 

Hence in order to obtain the sum tensor at the point x, the 

tensors Tae (y) are transported parallelly to x along the geodesic 

joining x and y becoming tensors at x, and then the integral tensor at 

x can be formulated. 

However the field equations are non-linearly dependent on 

the sources T .. , so we should not expect the inertia at a point to be 
~J -

just a sum over its sources.· But the propagator of inertial :influence 

is dependent on the geometry and so is implicitly dependent on the sources, 

since the geometry is curved by the matter in it. Hence the inertia 

integral, although explicitly a lin~ sum over the sources is :implicitly 

non-linear, being dependent on the sources a second time via the geometry. 

These ideas are incorporated into Hoyle and Narlikar's theory of 

gravitation (section 6.3), by assuming that inertial effects add linearly 

when they are considered as propagated over the space-time geometry. 

We first define the Einste.in operator ~ which acts on 

the synmetric potentials cl>mn : 
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and 
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= Amnpq,~. · + ~mn,~. 
ik "'rm;pq J::5ik "'rm 

Amnpq 
ik 

1 (m n) pq 
= 2 g(i gk) g 

.Jl111 _ (m n) 1 ,.)IU'1.., 1 . rm 1 ,..mn 
l::5i.k - g(i Rk> - 2 g r<.ik - 2 giJ! + 4 RgiJ<O 

Round brackets denote sy.rmnetr~ation in the sense 

Now 

~ (-~) 

therefore 

hence - 9nn is a solution of the differential equation 

Ef.!lik .I. = - KT:iJ . '~'rm .< 

(6.1.2) 

(6.1.3) 

(6.1.4) 

(6.1.5) 

(6.1.6) 

(6.1.7) 

The retarded solution of (6.1. 7) with Tik regarded as the 

source of the potential $mn is 

~(x) = - K J ~ (x,y)TaS(y),l- g(y) ct4y (6.1.8) 

where G: (x,y) is a "t:t-10-point tensor Green's function, or propagator, 
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(De Witt & Bl:'ehme 1960, Hoyle & Narlikar 1964) which satisfies 

" ) 

E~ (x) G~ (x,y) (6.1.9) 

v1ith the retarded condition that G: (x,y) is zero whenever the 

point x lies outside the future light cone of the point y. 

Now - ~ is a solution of ( 6 .1. 7) and so we must' have 

15nn<xl = < JG;:!<x,y)TB6(yll- g{yl d~y (6.1.10) 

the domain of integration is over all points belonging to the past 

of time-like or null geodesics through x. 

This is just the interpretation of Mach 1 s principle we 

require. Equation (6.1.10) ·shows how the metric tensor at a given 

point in space-time is caused by the pieces of matter in it. The 

Green's function effectively propagates the inertial influence·of 

matter over the space-time geometry to the point x. 

To determine which universes satisfy the Mach's principle 

(6.1.10), for example the Robertson-Walker type, one could 'WI'ite out 

the Einstein operator for this universe, solve (6.1.9) for the 

Green's function, and then see whether (6.1.10) is satisfied. 

6.2 Machian boundary conditions. 

V.Je now formulate boundary conditions ax'ising from·· ( 6 .1.10) 

which enable us to test whether a particular cosmological model . 
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is compatible with the formulation of Mach's principle given in 

section (6.1). (Al'tshu1er 1967). 

Now from equation (6 .1. 9) we have 

but since 

mn ik 1 
Bik g = - ~ + 2 g~ = K.ynn 

we have 

= f g«$ (y) &4(x - y) d4x 

Using (6.1.10) we then obtain 

f ~ G~;pq gik /- g(x) d\< = 0 

and by (6 .1. 3) this reduces to : 

f [ gpq(x) (':6 (x,y) ] .f- g(x) ct4x = 0 
,p ;q 

(6.2.1) 

(6.2.2) 

(6.2.3) 

Now the integral (6. 2. 3), which is an integral over a 

4-vol1.llle can be transfonned into an integral over a hypersurface by 

means of Gauss' theorem. We then have 

f gl'q (x) (;~<x,y) 1- g(x) dsq = 0 (6.2.4) 
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If we choose tl}e surface of integration to be the 

hypersurface t = constant, then (6.2.4) becomes 

f gp4(x) ~13 (x,y) {.;.. g(x) d3x = 0 (6.2.5) m,p 

By pushing our ·space-like hypersurface x 4 = t = constant 

back in time we may regard ( 6. 2. 5) as a condition on the singulari ties 

at the start of the tmi verse, or for non-singular universes as a 

condition an the infinite past. 

Hence we have 

lim f i"'Cxl ~~(x,yl 1- g(x) ct
3
x = a (6.2.6) 

for x 4 
+ - oo or at the initial time in a cosmological model. 

Assuming that (6.1.10) is not satisfied we write 

+ik(x) = • JG~(x,y) Taa(yl 1- g(yl d4
y 

and by (6.1.9) we therefore have 

(6.2.7) 

(6.2.8) 

We note that <Pmn(x) = ~(x) is the retarded inhomogeneous solution 

of (6.2.8). 

static. 

We ·cbFlsj;cter the case· of a gravi tationa.l field which is 

'Ihe tensor <P will not depend an time, and so all the mn 

derivatives with respect to time in (6.2.8) will drop out and the 

condi tian ( 6. 2. 3) may be written as an integral over the co~sponding 
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3-voll.l.lTe, which, by Gauss ' theo:re.m, may be expressed as 

f gl'q(x) O:!(x,yll- g(x) df4q = 0 (6.2.9) 

the integral is over the surface inclosing the 3-voll.ll!e, and 

D~(x,y) is the Green's ftmction of the system (6.2.8) in 3-dimensional 

space. Since the covariant derivative of the Green's ftmction in 

(6.2.9) is with respect to the point x, we can further write (6.2.9) 

as. 

(6.2.10) 

For the Sdhwarzsdhild solution we have matter in a finite 

region of space, the metric is spherically symmetric and asymptotically 

flat. In the asymptotically flat region ( 6 .1. 9) becomes the ordinary 

Laplace equation, and so the components of the Green's function are 

proportional to 1/rx where rx = x1 is the radial coordinate of the point 

x. Taking the integral (6.2.10) over the surface of a sphere at 

"infinity", we then have, due to the spherically symmetric nature of 

the integrand 

lim [ f- (Dmaecx,y)) g"(x)/- g(x) ] = o 
r -+ CO or m 

X 

(6.2.11) 

In the asymptotically flat region the rretric is approximately 

(6.2.12) 
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We also have 

where A is a constant, and so the left-hand side of ( 6. 2 .11) becomes 

lim A which . . al th (6 11) • ~ .. , l.S m gener non-zero, so at • 2. 1.s not 

satisfied. 

Hence the Schwarzschild metric does not satisfy our 

Machian analysis. This is not surprising since in the asymptotically 

flat region we have no matter causing this 'flatness' as t1a.ch' s 

principle would require. 

A similar analysis shows that the steady-state metric in 

static coordinates is compatible with the Machian condition (6. 2.10), 

in accordance with the tentative analysis of section (3.1). Further 

it has been shoon that the nature of the singularity of the Friedm:mn 

universe violates our Machian bound.al:y condition. 

6.3 Action-at-.a-.distance · theo;:y. of· gravitation. 

In Newtonian gravitational theory one can wrl te .dam the 

relation between particles and fields in two different ways. We can 

fonnulate Poisson' s equation which relates the Laplacian of the 

gravitational potential to the density of matter in space, or, one can 
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write down directly the gravitational potential as being proportional 

to the sum r.m/r, where m is the mass of the particle at distance 

r from the point where the potential is being evaluated. We have 

Poisson's equation 

(6.3.1) 

4> ::; Gtm/r (6.3.2) 

Now ( 6.3.1) is a second ... order differential equation for the potential 

and to obtain the solution ( 6. 3. 2) from it, we require boundary 

conditions on the potential. 

Considering the similar situation in general relativity, 

we have the field equations corresponding to the Poisson equation in 

Newtonian theory, but since we do not know what the tm.i verse is like 

far away, it is difficult to provide sui table boundary conditions on 

the rretric tensor in order to obtain a formulation of the type ( 6. 3. 2) 

for the metric tensor. 

Heyle & Narlikar (1964) have presented a r.m/r formulation, 

or particle fotmllation, theory of gravitation. The interest in this 

action-at-a-distance formulation would no doubt be encouraged by the 

fact that Wheeler and Feynman found an action-at-a-distan~!formulation 

of electromagnetism after Maxwell formulated the field theory of 

electromagnetism. The problem of a gravitational theory, however, is 

rruch more difficult since it will be a non-linear theory, whereas 
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electromagnetic theory is linear, and a r.m/r formulation is much 

easier in the linear case. 

The equations of Hoyle & Narlikar's theory a:re derived 

from the principle of direct intel1'article action. The action function 

J is w:cl tten as 

J = t f G(A,B)da db (6.3.3) 

The sum is over pairs of particles labelled by a, b .... .. A is any 

point on the world line of particle a, and has coordinates a~ 

(i = 1, 2, 3, 4). The proper .. t:Ure at A measured along the world line 

2 i k is given by a, where da =. gik da da: • 

G(A,B) is a scalar Green 1 s function denoting the inertial reaction 

between A and B, and satisfies the generalized wave equation 

ik 1 4 
g G(X,Y) ;ik + 6 R(X)G(X,Y) = - o (X - Y)/.;::-g (6.3.4) 

where the indices, i, k refer to the point X .. 

We now introduce the 'mass 1 functions. The mass at X . due 

to world line a is defined by 

r G(X,A) da 

and the mass of particle a at A is given by 

hence 
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b~a 

(6 .. 3.5) 

(6.3.6) 

(6.3.7) 
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The action given by (6.3. 7) is formally the sarre as the 

usual inertial contribution to the action, hence ma plays the role 

of inertial mass. Equation ( 6. 3. 6) is in accoi'dance with Mach's 

principle in that the inertial mass of a particle is dependent on all 

the other particles in the univei'Se. 

The equations of motion are obtained by variation of the 

world lines, while the field equations are obtained by varying the 

georretry. In the smooth fluid approxi.nJation the field equations go 

over to the equations of general relativity. (Hoyle & Narlikar 1964). 
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Conclusion •. 

One_ could possibly separate three lines of thought in 

regaro to the relation of :Mach's principle to general relativity: 

(i) Mach's principle is of philosophical content 

rather than of a physical nature, and therefore is relatively 

unimportant because it is not possible to test its validity experimentally. 

(ii) Mach's principle provides boundary conditions for the 

field equations of general :relativity, but does not directly bear on the 

field equations of that theory. 

( iii) One JIU.lSt have a theory which entirely :incorporates 

Mach's principle in every detail. 

'Ihe first view, p:robably Mach 1 s own outlook due to his 

position in philosophy, does not seem plausible, since Mach's principle 

does have considerable physical significance. For example the anisotropic 

distribution of matter in our Galaxy, :relative to the solar system, should 

lead to a small anisotropy of inertia. A variable gravitational 'constant' 

implies observable effects concerning the history and present state of 

the solar system. It is therefore clear that Mach's principle is capable 

of experimental verification and is not only of philosophical importance. 

'Ihe author agrees with the second school of thought, concerned 

with boundary conditions. This rooans that general relativity is alright 

and does not need to be modified. After one embeds general relativity 
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into a :rrodel universe, cor:responding to our own, then Mach's principle 

will emerge. In Gursey 's reformulation of general relativity (chapter 2) 

we stated boundary conditions in a coordinate system in which the 

cosmological background is described by a confonnally flat metric, and 

the modified field equations (2.2.8) enabled us to find solutions which 

were previously not physically acceptable. For instance the 

Schwarzschild solution now becomes 'degenerate' at infinity rather 

than flat. We also found that inertial mass is dependent on the 

cosmological structure and that the origin of local inertial forces 

is due to the gravitational interaction of distant matter. The scalar 

density 4> (defined in (2.1.8))., t-Jill change under a coordinate transformation, 

and hence will change when there is a redistribution of matter in the 

universe. The new equations, in tenns of the tensor density y iJ<:, 

become linear even for large gik provided deviations from conformal 

flatness are small, whereas in Brans and Dicke's theory the D'Alerribert 

operator (equation ( 2. 7. 7)) is associated with the metric tensor gik and 

only becomes linear in the weak field ca.'3e. 

Certainly there is no theory, as yet, which can claim to 

satisfy the thiro viewpoint. Gene!"al relativity is not acceptable, since 

in the absence of matter the metric tensor desc!"ibes a flat space which 

therefore possesses inertial properties, and further the Godel solution 

is not acceptable to Mach's principle because matter, in this model, is 

in a state of absolute rotation. There is no reason 'Why one should 
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discriminate, in our universe, between Hoyle and Narl:i.J<ar1s many

particle theory and general relativity, just because general 

relativity follows from their theory in the smooth fluid approximation. 

Traces of Mach's principle appear all through general 

relativity. Although restricte(j to the weak field approximation, 

Davidson • s work attributes the origjn of inertial forces to an inductive 

effect of distant matter, as in Sciama 1 s vector theory of inertia. 

This provides a simple physical picture for the origin .of the Newtonian 

fictitious force fields. Hoyle's scalar creation field appears 

favourable to the relation between Mach's principle and the steady

state theory, as does Davidson 1s work (section 3.1) in the framework 

of general relativity. 

Mach's principle does not really explain why there is a 

fundamental distinction between unifonn and accelerated motion. Inertial 

effects arise from interactions with distant matter, but we do not know 

why this interaction is ~velocity independent and further, why various 

states of unifonn motion, relative to the distant matter, are 

indistinguishable while various states of accelerated motion, relative 

to them, are distinguishable. Newton 1 s 'absolute 1 space has therefore 

only been replaced by 'fixed 1 stars. 

However, any theory requires more than a set of differential 

equations. For complete specification one requires initial-value 

conditions or boundary-value conditions. The initial condition imposed 

by the integral fonn of Einstein's field equations (chapter 6) is too 
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restrictive, since it is violated by the nature of the singularity 

of the Friedmarm universe. The boundary conditions imposed by 

Gursey' s reformulation of general relativity, appear to exhibit 

Hach 's principle in its strong form in a very satisfactory manner. 

Inertia must be closely linked with cosmology, and the problems of 

cosmology are difficult from both the philosophical and physical 

points of view, because our universe is so unique. 
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Appendix;.· 

1. General·solution·of·the·field·equations·for.the·case·of 

a weak· non-stationary· field• 

We consider a weak gravitational field, produced by 

arbitrary bodies. We have 

= 11·. + h .• 
~J 1] 

(1.1) 

where the n •• are the rretric coefficients of special relativity, and 
1) 

where we neglect squares and products of the hij and those of its 

derivatives. let Latin letters denote space-time indices 1, 2, 3, 4, 

and Greek letters denote space coorili.nates 1, 2 , 3 • 

Writing Einstein's field equations in the form 

R •• 
1] 

. 1 = - K ( T. • - -2 g .• T) 
1) 1] 

to the specified approximation we find 
2 

1 kt a hi· 
R.. = - n · J 

1 J 2 axkax~ 

provided that 

a t 1 ~ 
ax~ (hj - 2 o j h) = o 

Combining (1.2) and (1.3) we have 

O h .. 
l.] 
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(1.2) 

(1. 3) 

(1.4) 
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which has the solution 

h. . = - ....£ . ~J • 2 · .. ~J . . dV J[ T .• _ln .. T) 

~J 2n r 
(1.6) 

'The integrand is taken over a finite distribution of matter in the 

neighbourhood of the space origin. 'The conservation equations 

T~;~ = 0 ensure that (1.4) is satisfied to the correct order of 

approximation. 

Assundng the stn:lss components of the energy lll0Jrel1tum 

tensor to be small compa:red with the density and mom:mtum components 

we have 

p/2 0 0 - pU l 

T •• l T "' 0 p/2 0 2 - - n." - pU 
~] 2 ~] 

0 0 p/2 3 - pu 

l 2 3 p/2 - pu - pu - pu 

Then from (1. 6) we get 

h .. 
~~ = _-£fhl 

4n r dV 

h4a = I:' ~ [e~a] dV 21r 

h = 0 a 1. S 
al3 

wherB p is the mass density, ua the space velocity of the element of 

mass in volurre dV at distance r from the point where the h .. are evaluated, 
~] 

all quantities being rreasured by observers at rest in the reference frame. 
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2. Rate·of·change·of a•vector·moving·relative•to·moving 

axes. -
Consider two fra.Ires ·of reference s1 and s 2 the fonrer 

fixed while the latter is moving relatively to it. We consider a 

rotation of .s2, with angular velocity li , about a point 0 fixed in 

sl' the point 0 being common to both frames. 

Let!. be a variable vector, the position vector relative 

to 0 of some :rroving point P. During time interval ot the vector !. 

changes from QE. to ~' then ~· is the increment o!_ relative to s1 • 

Also during this interval the point of the frame s 2 that 

was initially at P has rroved to Q where E_g, = <lil\ 19 · ot , R being 

the position vector of the rroving point relative to s 2 • Hence~ is 

the increrrent oR of R relative to s 2 • 

Na.v .ffi = EQ + ,28. 

o:£ = <li 1\19 at + o]l 

for ot -+ 0 we obtain 

If the origin of s 2 na.v has variable velocity y_ relative to 0, then we 

have further 

• 
r = y_+]l+~J\R • 

From this we obtain the relation between the accelerations as 

10'+. t 
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3. Robertson-.Walker · cosmological.· line · elerrent • 

The derivation of this line elerrent is based on two 

geo:rretrical assumptions. Firstly, on the large scale, space-tine 

should be separable into space and a cosmic time orthogonal thereto in 

such a way that the line elerrent could be written in the form 

(a, S = 1, 2, 3) 

Secondly space-tine should be spatially homogeneous and isotropic 

when looked at from a large scale point of view .• 

The space t = constant is 

which must be of the form 

2 2 2 2 
do = R (t) do0 /R <t0> 

where do 0 is the metric of space at t = t 0 
• That is 

do 2 = ~ dxadx~ 
0 aS 

where .Q.aS are independent of t (due to homogeneity and isotropy). 

The 3-space do0 
2 must be a space of constant curvature, 

according to a well kno:.m theorem of differential geonetry. Hence we 

have 
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where k = - 1, o, 1 corresponding to negative, zero, positive curvature 

of the 3-space t = const. 'Ihe system of coordinates is eo-moving 

since the fundamental particles have constant x1 , x2 , x3• 

4. 

related by 

then we have 

and 

Confonnally. related· spaces. · 

If the fundamental tensors g
1
.J. and y •• are confonnally 

1] 

20' g.. = e Y·. 
1] J.] 

(4.2) 

where R. • and B. • are the Ricci tensors corresponding to g. . and 1] 1] 1] 

y. • respectively and 
1] .. 

ll 0' = J.] 
1 y O';iO';j 

ll 0' 
ij (4.3) y Cf • • 2 1] 

O'ij = 0'. ij - O';iO';j ' . 
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From (2.1.12) we have cr = log ~' hence cr;i = ~-la 
ax~ 

Substituting the relations (4.3) :in (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain 

where 

and D ~-
(y) 

ik 
y <Pi;k 

We let r~k and {j i k} denote the Christoffel symbols constructed 

out of the g. • and y. • respectively. 
~J ~J 

We have 

Defining 

2 i k 
dl = yikdx dX 

so that 

ds = ~dl 

the geodesic equations in tenns of the gij 

naw become 
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(4.4) 
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i . 
.~. -1 .2.... c· .~. -1 ~ > + [ i ) 
'f' dl 'f' dl . j kJ 

rearranging we get 

i d . dx .. 
dl (~ d1) = ip A. y '~'P 

s. Potential of· a· uniform· sphere• · 

We first consider the potential of a uniform circular 

disc of radius a at a point on its axis at distance x from the disc. 

This will be 

cflx = P f a 2'11'!" 
r=O /x2 + r2 

where p is mass density. 

12 2 Hence cp = 2'11'p(va + x - x ) 
X • 

dr 

vve nCM consider the potential of a uniform sphere of mass 

M and radius A. We let ~r denote the potential at distance r from the 

centre. For r < A we have 

2;P +, = f :+r> [ ./p,2 + 2cy - !'2 
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For r .;: A we get 

6. 
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3 
M = 41TA p/3 we obtain 

- 2 2 3 ~r - M(3A - r )/2A 

J
r+A /P2 2 ['A +2ry-r - y] 
r-A 

~ = M/r r • 

dy 

We justify the introduction of the tensor density~ defined 

in ( 2. 2. 7) by considering the energy lltOJl'eiltum tensor for a system of 

(6.1) 

where 

is the line elerrent in flat space. (Thi:t"'r'ing 1961). 

Substituting dl and y mk, as defined in ( 2. 2 .19) , for 

du and nmk respectively, in the expression (6.1) we get 

(6.2) 
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which is a tensor density of weight 3/4, and since t..re have the 

asymptotic conditions dl -+ du and y mk -+ ~, the expression 

(6.2) asymptotically goes over to the expression (6.1) for flat 

space. 
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